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Hate crimes rock Portland . 
As Benjamin Kowalsky walked to the Old Port early on. /~ (~ 1 
the morning of Feb. 22, he heard something whiz past t' 4 ~ 
his ear. Three men threw rocks at him as he ran . " h. " 
to Milk Street. 'They cornered me, one in front and ~ '"' . 
one in back, shouting 'faggot!'" he said. The men ~O 
kicked Kowalsky nearly unconscious, breaking his nose. • s. 
Three days later, a woman was abducted and raped \ .. 
on Munjoy Hill. Some 70 people calling themselves 
Women Against Rape protested on March 4 (right). 
And on March 5, an exhibit of AIDS prevention posters was 
destroyed by a vandal. That night, angry protesters again took to 
the streets, decrying the gay-bashing and vandalism - and the 
Portland Press Herald column they say caused them. ~ page 2 
Class action .,.".........,...",.,..,.... 




of his experience as a 
"banned person" in his 
own country. It's the 
story of Vanek, play-
wright and political 
dissident, who's been 
banished to work in a 
brewery. There he 
discovers that he and the 
brewmaster, intellectual 
and blue-collar Joe, speak 
different languages -
which makes for theatre 
that really hits the Marx. 
S~page23 
-t: Cub Scouts 
can't bear 
gay mom 
• By Paul Karr 
Like most American 
boys, Portland third-
grader Nicholas 
Westervelt wanted to join 
the Cub Scout pack that 
meets near his Munjoy 
Hill home. He went to a 
few weekly meetings, 
liked what he saw, and 
decided to sign up. 
But the Scouts never 
cashed his mom's 
registration check. That, 
said his mom, is because 
she's a lesbian. 
"I was told I would 
not be welcome," said 
Nicholas' mother Terry, 
"and Nick was made to 
feel very uncomfortable." 
"The national organi-
zation sets the member-
ship criteria," responded 
Robert Denlinger, scout 
director for the Pine Tree 
Council, a local chapter of 
Boy Scouts of America. 
"And we abide by it." 
"Why should it 
matter?" asked ex-Scout 
Nicholas. 
Continued on page 10 
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"The Maine Source of 
Oriental Rugs"© 
Find out why 400,..0 customers 
nationwide and worldwide come 
to Hard Cider Farm Oriental Rugs. 
Choose from over 1 000 beautiful 
rugs in stock, including Persian 
Heriz, Karadja, Isfahan, q~m, 
Bibikabad, Hamadan, BldJar, 
Zarand, Tafresh, Afshar, Shiraz, 
Luri Qashqa' i, Lavar Kirman, 
Abedeh, Eastern Kurd, Bakhtiari, 
Mashad, Malayer, Sarabend, 
Kashan Sarouk (and probably , . 
more). Also, tribals from RUSSI~, 
Afghanistan, and Turkey. In addI-
tion we have modem rugs from , . 
all rug-producing countrIes. 
Oriental Rugs at 
unbeatable prices! 
Since, '" ~ i. / 1974 
HARD CIDER 
FARM Oriental Rugs 
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9 
Falmouth, Maine 04105 
Appointments: (207) 775-1600 
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS 
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617 
Hours: 10-5 1Ues.-Sat. 
A review of the top 
news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: 
March 4 through 
March 10, 1992. 
Newsbriefs continued on page 4 
Feminists lash out against recent rapes . 
A tester waves a sign at passing cars during the March 4 protest of recent rapes on MunJoy 
Hill = at the Maine Mall. Feminists Against Rape organized the protest ~ ~e2~rner ~ w:::; 
ington and Cumberland avenues - where the woman who was raped on e. was au. 
THE WORST OF PORTLAND: HATE CRIMES 
A beating, an art defacing and protests expose 
'a raw wound between gays and straights 
From front ".ge 
As two men wrestled Benjamin Kowalsky 
to the ground and began kicking him in the 
face with heavy motorcycle boots, he pleaded 
with them to stop. 
"They kept saying. 'We're gonn<l;,kil~ you, 
you faggot. Have you had enough? said 
Kowalsky, who has AIDS. '1 said yes. ~d 
they said, 'No, you haven't, because you re not 
dead yet.'" 
Kowalsky staggered to Monument Square 
and dialed 911. An ambulance took him to 
Brighton Medical Center, where he was 
treated for bruises and cuts, then released. X-
rays later revealed a broken nose and fractured 
cheekbone. 
Portland Police Lt. Mark Oion, head of the 
department'~ Hate Crimes Un!t, sa~d incidents 
like this are fairly common. HIS umt has 
logged about 30 reports of gays being beaten 
or taunted in Portland since the unit began 
recording them in 1990. An unknown number 
of those incidents have also gone unreported . 
' 'They told me this beating fit a pattern," 
Kowalsky said, "and that there are groups that 
teach this sort of thing, nro-Nazis." 
Police are still searching for the attackers 
described as being between 17 and 22 years 
old two with partly shaven heads. Kowalsky 
said he could identify the men if he saw them 
again. 
Vandals deface AIDS exhibit 
Less than two weeks later, gay-bashers 
struck again - this time at art. 
About 7:30 on the morning of March 5, a 
University of Southern Maine (USM) worker 
stepped into the school's Portland Campus 
Center and discovered someone had vandal-
ized an AIDS education exhibit that had 
previously traveled around the worl~, wi~o~t 
incident. Posters in the "Visual AIDS exhibit 
had been spray-painted with bl~ck pain~,in a 
pattern that included the word Sodom. 
'1t was another hate crime, an assault on 
the whole gay and lesbian community," said 
Edie Hoffman of the activist group Queer 
Nation, "and articles like M.D. Harmon's 
incited it." 
Hoffman referred to PorllRnd Press Hmild 
columnist M.D. Harmon, who penned a Feb. 
24 criticism of the exhibit. in that column, 
Harmon ca\1ed the exhibits "no-holds-barred 
homosexual pornography" and "a direct 
attack on basic morality and common stan-
dards of public decency." . . ." 
''The incident is still under Investigation, 
said USM spokesman Robert Caswell. ''We're 
talking with people who were in thea rea . 
during the incident, but so far there IS not~mg 
new to report." Caswe\1 said Portland police 
had also been contacted. 
The 250 posters from 50 countries encour-
aged condom use and depicted intim~te \ 
homosexual and heterosexual scenes mclud-
ing nude male buttocks, an. e~ect penis ~nd 
gay men hugging. The exhibit had prevJOu~ly \ 
been shown in Europe, Canada and the Umted 
States. 
Marchers storm Old Port I 
That same night, frightened by the beating 
and angered by the vandalism, about 100 
marchers paraded through Portland's Old 
Port to protest hate crimes against homosexu· 
also When they reached the spot where 
Kowalsky had been beaten, they poured a 
blood-like substance onto the ground. 
''That was to show people that queers bleed 
red, too," said protester Hoffman. "It's the 
same as if a straight person were beaten, even 
though people on the right ~o~sider us" 
freaks." Hoffman said the VlSll spread a 
message of solidarity and power." 
"People will become more aware that 
things like this happen," said Kowalsky. '1t 
happens every place. It's created by an 
atmosphere of hate and intolerance." 
Paul Karr 
MITch 12, 1992 
IT'S PLAIN ... IT'S SIMPLE 
Morong Falmouth offers the best service and the best 




2 Incoming at this price 
1.8 liter fuel Injected engine overdrive 
transmission . front wheel drive tinted glass. 
Intermlttant wipers. rear window defroster. 
Halogen headlamps. cloth Interior. reclining 
front seats . 
MAZDA 323 
from $6,999 
1.6 fugl injected eng ine . front wheel drive . 5 
speed overdrive transmission . Halogen 
headlamps. recl ining front seats . fo ld down 
rear sea t. rear window defroste r. 
VOLKSWAGEN JETTA GL DIESEL 
from $10,990 
37 mpg c ity . 43 mpg highway. 5 speed tra nsmission. 
dual remote mirrors. ti lt steering wheel. velour interior 
with rec li ning fr ont seats. rear defroster. t inted glass . 6 
speaker sound prep system. 
1991 VW CABRIOLET "THE LAST ONE' $IS.602 
We started with three, and then there was one - Th ... convertibles are 
jumpil'4! off our lot quiclcly and at prices like this ill no wonder · Power 
windows, AM/FM Cassette, po ... r mirrors and air cond., remainder of Factory 
Warranty, this car is perfect - enjoy the beginning of Spring with this 
Cabriolet and even better. enjoy the price. 
1990 VW CORRADO $13.682 
I wish ... had more of th ... - Once again, we uoed to ha .. othen, but now'i~, 
down to 2 - when ... give prica like this i~. no wonder they sell so quickly-
5-speed, ai r condo power windows and mirron, AM/FM , tereo cassette and 
there's more . repla""ment cost is over $20,000 • come take advantage of this 
gmtt price. it's a great deal - you better hurry. 
1989 BMW 1Z5 IX $17.990 
Looking for driving pleasure1 Well ~~bsolutelY pristine - A 4 door 
automatic. all wheel drive. air tte, fully loaded performance 
automobile - only 32,000 ~ "0' <is beautiful· do not hesitate - this 
won't last. V 
VOLKSWAGEN 
us ROUTE ONE 
MAZDA 929 
from $26,900 
Driver and passenger alrbags. 3.0 liter DOHC 24 
valve V64 speed electronically controlled 
transmission . 4 wheel disc brakes with ASS. 15' alloy 
wheels. 8 way power drlver's seat. power windows. 
locks . mirrors. full instrumentation. cruise control. 
anti· theft alarm system. automatic climate control. 
AM/FM casette w/ 6 speokers. power antenna. 




2.8 liter. fuel injected V6 engine. 5 speed manual 
transmiss ion . 4 wheel disc brakes with ASS. fully 
galvanized steel body. antl·theft alarm. AM/FM stereo 
assette radio. a ir conditioning . tilt & telescopic steering 
wheel . power windows. locks mirrors. cruise control. 3 
year/50 .000 mile bumper to bumper warranty . 3 
year/50 .000 free scheduled maintenance program. 
1989 TOYOTA CAMRY $8634 
Can' t hold onto this one any longer . a beautiful 4 door automatic..dan with 
AM/FM, air cond.,cruise conrrol, rear defogger, metallic paint. In absolutely 
perfect condition, this will make someone a ~at car - A lot of people wi ll 
probably want it at this price, so don't hesilllte. 
1988 AUDl80 $9,778 
For a luxury sedan you'd expect to pay much more - well not here - 5 speed, 4 
door AM/FM cassette, air cond., power windows, power mirron, power loeb, 
8UI1roof, cruise control- not only does this car ha .. low miles, only 43,000, but 
a .. ry low price too. 
1988 HONDA ACCORD LX $8210 
Cars like this don't come around often enough and at this pri"" we'll have to 
get a replacement • Ssp .• ai, cond .• 'tereo cassette, cruise control, power 
mirrors, power windows. tilt steering wheel. power door loeb, power antenna 
and more. For those who Uke comfort and all the amenities. this one is for YOU. 
at this price it should be. 
Because The Driving's Gotto Be Fun 
F A L MO' U T H 
Peplopmance 
MAZDA MX-3 
. from $11 ,221 
1.6 16 valve fuel Injected engine 016 available). 5 speed 
transmission. front wheel drive. power steering. power 
brakes. front and rear stabilizer bars. reclining flont seats. 
fold down rear seat. full Instrumentation. tinted glass. rear 
window defroster. 36 mo/5O.DOC mile bumper to bumper 
warranty. 
VOLKSWAGEN CORRADO SLC 
from $21,799 
176 hp norrowllne V6 fuel Injected engine. 4 wheel disc 
brakes with ABS. power steering. air conditioning. cruise 
control. power windows. locks. mlrrors. 15' BBS alloy wheels. 
full instrumentation. 2 Vear/24.DOO mile bumper to bumper 
warranty. 5 Year/50.COO mile power train warranty. 
MAZDA MIATA 
from $14,500 
Classic roadster design . driver 's side a irbag. 1.6 DOHC 16 
valve fuel injected engine. sport suspension with front and 
rear stabilizer bars. 5 speed manual transmission. 4 wheel 
disc brakes. rack & pinion steering. reclining bucket seats. 
full intrumentation. Intermittant wipers. tinted glass . 36 
mo/50.000 mile bumper to bumper warranty. 
1988 VW FOX WAGON $4,964 
Looking for inexpensive1 Looking for groat fuel economy 1 Looking for a 
small wagon1 Well here it is, not roo many of th ... around with only 35,000 
miles' on them • a gmtt little wagon wrih standard transmiooion, roar 
def'W~ front wheel dirve and more • Don't wait, it woo't be here. 
1987 N1SSAN PATHFINDER $7,996 
One of Nian's moot popular 4 wheel dri .... - And you won't find one like 
this at a price tha~. hard to beli..., • 5 speed, 6 q\.. 8UI1roof. power windo .... 
~~oeb. power mirro .... tereo caooettI:. alloy wheels, tinted glass, SE 
and not a oaatch on it - Thi. vehicle has been well taken care of. 
although the price doem't show it. 
1986 PORSCHE 911 TURBO (ALIAS 910) $+4,+40 
If you're looking for the ultimate sports car there isn't anything that comes 
close - This is the ultimate in high perbmance - Black with blaclc leather 
interior •. i0l! BSS when.. ~r 8UI1roof. ~r windows, power minon, ait 
cond .• AM/I'M stereo casoette - not only is this one of a select few, it only 
has 8.700 mill .. on it - Don't settle for second place when you can own part 
of a sports car heritage. 
MAZDA PORSCHE AUDI 
FALMOUTH ME 781-4020 
, , . , , 
Proud Recipients of the 
Gourmet Diner's Club of 
America's Silver Spoon 
Award two years running 
Dinner seroed M-Sat, 5 -Wpm 
CIoUJd March '5-29 
makes 
Happy Clothing for Creative People 
of all ages and shapesl 
(KidS' clothing available in April) 
only at 
AMARYLLIS CLOTHING CO, 
4 1 Exchange St. Portland. ME 0410 I 
772-4439 
parking stamps available 
'rlday 10-8 • sunday 12-5 .30 
SPEND 
SI PATRICKS 





"" / WIN CELTICS \ / Join us for our rousing Sr.Patrick's Day Party 
March 17. You could win a TICKETS & LIMO V 
TO GAME! limousine trip for two to a 
Celtics game in Boston this spring. ~eg,ister fr?m ~8. p.m. 
The drawing's at 8:30 on St. Patrick s. Don t mISs It. 
MUDDY-
RtJI)DE 
Route 1 Yarmouth, 846-3082. Open 'til midnight every day. 
Cross over the boundry from an ordinary 
facial to an extraordinary skin care treatment, 
in a tranquil private atmosphere, using the 
Dr. Hauschka herbal preparations. . 
Experience the difference. 
Call for an appointment & brochure. 
THERESA BERMAN 
Licensed Aesthetician 
799-Z792 • South Portland 








a pair in the 
audio market 
to~~y. The 28'H 16'W 10'0 Legacy II onglnal model x x 
(the large Advent) was first sold by us over 23 years ago and 
this is its great legacy. With 5 years parts and labor, thiS 
~R:~~:[~i~\~~.nd NOW ONLY $395 PAIR 
...... .- . 
~-NewE~land 
(Hi-Fi) Husie tompany 
424 P~ne Rd., Scarborough, ME 04074· (207) 8~-4173 .~ 




With the presidential primaries underway, we naturally found 
ourselves talking politics the other day. We came to realize that we're 
involved in' many currem issues here at Katahdin. We'd like to give 
you a few examples: 
The Budget Deficit - While no one seems to be able to control 
the national deficit, you can keep your personal budget balanced by 
taking advantage of our reasonable prices. Our Blue Plate Special, 
half orders of pasta, and other money savers ensure that you don't 
have to be a big spender to have a big night out. 
Social Services - Our sociable servers will will make your dining 
experience something special. <::amille, Gloria, Jim, Julie, Ken, 
Linda Sarah and Thomas are courteous, attentive, and thoroughly 
profes~ional They're also very nice people, so-come in and enjoy 
their company. 
Defence - You'll be defenseless against Roxanne's mouth·watering 
desserts. When you don't think you can possibly eat another thing, 
you'll surrender to one of her homemade treats. You can also indulge 
yourself with a bowl of Gretchen's delicious ice cream. Why fight 
temptation? 
Health Care - It's a proven fact that happy and contented people 
have fewer health problems, so there's little doubt that regular 
Katahdin customers are healthier than the general population. As 
soon as you walk through our front door your mood improves. We'd 
also like to remind you that we have a large non-smoking section and 
that our restaurant is wheelchair accessible. 
The Environment - People are always telling us that our 
comfortable atmosphere makes them feel right at home. Our decor is 
relaxing and fun, and we think you'll like it. 
As you can see, politics and the issues are taken very seriously here. 
No matter what your political persuasion, we think you'll be pleased. 
That's because we serve very liberal portions and our prices are quite 
conservative. So try Katahdin and cast you vote for Good Cookin'. 
It's going to be a landslide! fJu.~& y~_ 
(J 
774-1740 
SPRING AND HIGH STREET 
MON.THURS SPM • lOPM • FRI AND SAT SPM - 11 PM 
Continued from page 2 
Brown wins Maine, 
but will It count? 
Presidential candidate 
Jerry Brown swept through a 
late round of rural Maine 
caucuses, giving him a 
statewide win over rival Paul 
Tsongas - but party officials 
have yet to decide whether or 
not the last-second scores 
will count. 
Brown won an over-
whelming majority of 
delegates in the 53 caucuses 
organized by Brown forces 
on March 8. The boost would 
give Brown a narrow state 
victory over Paul Tsongas, 
and hand Brown an addi-
tional delegate to the national 
convention in June. 
But Maine Attorney 
General Michael Carpenter 
- and Maine Democratic 
Party officials - may have to 
decide whether those extra 
votes count. 
At issue is a state Demo-
cratic Party rule that set a 
March 8 deadline on cau-
cuses. A conflicting 1983 state 
law requires caucuses to be 
held by the first Sunda y in 
March. 
If Brown campaign 
staffers request a ruling, 
Attorney General Carpenter 
could deride that party rules 
supersede the state law in 
this case. The state Demo-
cratic Party would then have 
to rule if the new caucuses 
were legal. "The party's 
credentials committee has the 
power to approve or dis-
prove caucuses," said Lennie 
Mullen, executive director of 
the Maine Democratic Party. 
But the Democratic 
National Committee is also 
challenging the late caucuses. 
"That is because, when our 
plan was submitted, the 14-
day window for late cau-
cuses was inadvertently 
omitted from the delegate 
selection plan," said Mullen. 
50 Brown staffers may end 
up arguing their case before 
the national committee. 
Navy ordered to 
discharge objector 
The u.s. Navy has been 
ordered by a federal judge to 
discharge a seaman appren-
tice who says his religiOUS 
beliefs prevent him from 
being in the military. 
Stephen K. Leonard, 23, 
who was based at the 
Brunswick Naval Air Station, 
first asked the Navy to 
discharge him as a conscien-
tious objector in January 
1990. 
Leonard became a born-
again Christian in 1985, but 
signed up for a four-year 
Navy stint in 1989. He says, 
however, that he came to 
realize he could never kill 
anyone. 





Aquarium seeks state bucks 
Fish is supposed to be brain food. Apparently, no one at the Gulf 
of Maine Aquarium is eating any. 
How else can we explain the group's decision to ask the legisla-
ture for an $18.2 million bond issue to build an aquarium in 
Portland at a time when the state is struggling to save vital services, 
and the voters are prepared to rip the political life out of anybody 
who wants to spend money on non-essentials? 
Gulf of Maine Executive Director Alan Lishness brushed aside 
such petty concerns. Lishness said the bond issue would create jobs, 
and would more than pay for itself over the next 20 years through 
the increased sales and income taxes the aquarium would generate. 
He cited a survey the Gulf of Maine folks did showing about two-
thirds of the state's voters approved of the idea of a publicly funded 
aquarium in Portland. 
Trouble is, the survey was done in December 1990. Since then 
the state's economy has been through six budget crises, the 
announcement that Loring Air Force Base would dose and the 
ViSigoth loan workout policies of Recoil Management Corporation. 
Despite all that, Lishness doesn't believe attitudes toward an 
aquarium bond issue have changed Significantly. He did not say 
whether he believes in UFOs, Bigfoot or a living Elvis. 
The Gulf of Maine Aquarium originally planned to raise about 
half the cost of construction from local and county government. The 
rest would come from a fund-raising drive. But after nearly a 
decade of panhandling the group had managed to collect only 
about $2.5 million from private donors. 
As for public money, Cumberland County voters OK'd a $3.5 
million bond for the aquarium in 1989, but the cash was contingent 
on the city of Portland coughing up an equal amount, which never 
happened. So the county money is in limbo. In the meantime, the 
cost of the project has ballooned from $15 million to more than $18 
million . . 
Lishness conceded there's little chance the aquarium can ever 
raise the construction cash without massive state aid. Most astute 
observers of the political process (the person who writes that 
politics column for Casco Bay Weekly, for instance) think there's 
almost no chance a bond issue for the aquarium will win the two-
thirds vote needed to pass the Legislature. And those same observ-
ers are even more convinced that if such a bond issue did manage 
to pass, it would run into the same voter frenzy that did in most of 
the bond issues on last Novembers ballot. 
Lishness and the other Gulf of Maine supporters may be 
continuing the struggle to build an aquarium on the Portland 
waterfront out of dedication or delusion. But it's pretty dear this 
project has been sunk by the recession, and the bubbles have just 
about stopped coming up. 
Cole cash for civic league 
An alert reader sent us a copy of the Christian Civic League of 
Maine's monthly publication "The Record" with an accompanying 
note pointing out that the newsletter was sponsored in part by Cole 
Farms Restaurant in Gray. 
At the time this issue of "The Record" was published, Cole 
Farms was co-owned by admitted child sex abuser Warren Cole. 
The connection to Cole would be embarrassing for any organiza-
tion, but is doubly so for the League, which has long campaigned 
against the gay rights bill on the grounds that it threatened "the 
future happiness, security and well-being of our children and 
grandchildren" (from a letter sent to League supporters in April 
1991). 
League Director Jasper Wyman said he had never met Cole, and 
was "shocked" by the case. "I was told this establishment was a 
Christian business," he said . "Had I been aware of (the abuse) we'd 
never have accepted the ads." 
Will voters cotton to Otten? 
My recent listing of potential Republican gubernatorial candi-
dates had at least one glaring omission. Sunday River Ski Resort 
General Manager Les Otten has been testing the waters for the last 
six months or so, but he's very coy about his intentions. 
"The better leaders don't get into politics," Otten said. '1n 
business you deal with problems based on logic and facts. In 
politicS you have to answer with emotion and attacks on people's 
character. It doesn't really bother politicians if somebody calls them 
a slimeball." 
On the other hand: "The state needs some leadership, and that's 
something I can do effectively. I'm not going to rule it (a run for the 
Blaine House) out." 
Otten calls himself "an independently leaning Republican" from 
a "populist Democratic household." He sprinkles his conversation 
with references to former independent Gov. James Longley and 
unsuccessful gubernatOrial candidate John Menario. So don't be 
shocked if Otten skips the GOP primary hurly-burly in 1994 and 
runs as an independent. 
Almost everyone you know has done sumething so IlW{ul it makes Bill Clinton 
look like Billy Graham. Better to tell the world about it now before they decide 
to run far high electi!Je office. Write to this column am of Casco Bay Weekly, 
551A Congress St. , Portland, ME 04101. 
• \\lC~G 
~Gf.\' 
\,!\.C i¢\~ . 
as shO 
MIUCh 12, 1992 • 
Handcrafted for us in Maine, our solid 
ash frame takes a beautiful stain or 
l'u\1si1-e, ... 99. looks great as is. 
t{\e ... ..... ... Check the beveled slats and superbly 
'6 ~b. tta · \(f). f h d fr so\~ \U\On .. ··:.;:.;-:--- inis e ont trim. Converts simply 
cote,,~ h 6" ~o~t{\ ...... -/'~ . to eac position. Carries a written 
\.,e55 \rf/o ·· .... .. lS1.1.0 workmanship guarantee. 
\,a~f .... Available in twin, full and queen 
~o\l $1.o.so of!, sizes, all in stock. 
yot4 saveday loti! p"ce5· Minimum assembly necessary. 
~o~t4r::~:~::~~----~: l Futons made ~ 
speciall y for us by PI" GRfA'''' NAM. IN St,,·, 
Compare our quality and value. 
FuroN FURNISHINGS 
The Futon Store 
343 Forest Avenue. Portland, Maine 871-0578 
Weekdays 10-7. Sat 9-6, Sun 12-5 
Visa, MasterCilnl, America,. Express, Discover IIIIIl persmud cheas WI!lcottte • Satis/oalml Guartmteed 
ExU 6B RL 295 • Plerlly 0/ Free ParllUrg 




44 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101 (207) 772-4880 
" 
U V HAVE HAD FACIALS AT MANY 
.i... ELEGANT RESORTS AND SPAS; 
'" ' Come to the professional 
.. BUT.I HAVE NEVER HAD ONE 
r-- - I skin care clinic - home of 
,./ THAT LEFT MY SKIN LOOKING AND 
the two-hour facial and 
FEELING AS GOOD. FABULOUS!" 
J KOONTZ, KEENENH amazing hydrotherapy spa, 
ilL ... L' Esthetiques Skin Care Clinic 
4 Kelly Road, just off Route 1 
Falmouth, Maine 
781-5100 
The Choral Art Society is pleased to present 
Sunday, March 29 at 3 p.m. 
St. Luke's Cathedral, State St., Portland 
Tickets: Amadeus Music) Gallery Music 
and Choral Art Society members 
Sponsored by WPKM 
Continued from pilge 4 
The Navy assigned 
Leonard to a Naval Subma-
rine School in Connecticut, 
where he ended up swabbing 
toilets after he said he could 
never obey an order to fire a 
nuclear missile. 
By that time, he had 
become a member of the 
Religious Society of Friends. 
Known as Quakers, the 
religious group espouses 
pacifism. 
In January 1991, Leonard 
got orders to ship out to the 
Persian Gulf. Instead, he fled 
his base and took refuge with 
a group of Quakers in 
Durham, 
He filed suit last summer 
in U.s. District Court in 
Portland, asking a judge to 
order the Navy to let him go, 
He turned himself in to the 
air station in Brunswick, 
where he has been perform-
ing menial chores while 
awaiting the judge's decision. 
Chief Judge Gene Carter 
said in a written order 
released March 6 that the 
Navy failed to show "hard, 
reliable, provable facts" that 
would prOVide a basis for 
discounting Leonard's 
sincerity. 
Leonard's attorney, James 
Bushell, said his client was 
delighted by the ruling. But 
he said he does not know 







tee unanimousl y approved a 
bill setting a November 
referendum on Long Island's 
bid to secede from Portland, 
but Peaks Island didn't get on 
the bill and will have to wait 
until next year. 
"A unanimous committee 
report puts great momentum 
behind the bill," said co-
sponsor Rep. Herb Adams 
from Portland. "This will 
allow registered voters on 
Long Island to vote on 
whether they want to secede 
or not. Portland began this 
century by annexing an 
unwilling neighbor (the 
Deering neighborhood), and 
now it may end it by separat-
ing from a long-time part-
ner." 
Meanwhile, Peaks Island 
residents fought in vain to get 
their own island's bid 
appended to the bill, then 
withdrew the amendment 
because of flagging support. 
"It was evident we 
wouldn't get through. The 
committee said they probably 
wouldn't pass our amend-
ment because they didn't 
have enough information," 
said Ronald Benner, a 
supervisor for the U.S. Postal 
Service and a leader in Peaks' 
fight to secede from Portland. 
Benner blamed an insufficient 
amount of time to present the 
island's case. 
"That's the first time I've 
ever gone to a hearing where 
the amount of time given to 
the public was shut off before 
everyone had a chance to 
speak," he said. "We couldn't 
do justice to our cause in 20 
minutes." 
Benner said Peaks seces-
sionists would be back next 
year with a new bill similar to 
the one state Rep. Anne Rand 
of Portland yanked from 
committee last month. 
The Long Island bill will 
now be studied by the full 
Legislature. If it passes, 
island residents will decide 
the island's fate in a Novem-
bervote. 
PMA employees 
draw pink slips 
Faced with a deficit, the 
Portland Museum of Art 
handed pink slips to eight 
full-time and two part-time 
employees on March 4. The 
cut represents more than 15 
percent of the museum's 
staff. 
"We had wonderful 
attendance," said Lisa Austin, 
the museum's public rela-
tions spokesperson, "but our 
earned income did not offset 
the difficulty we had meeting 
our contributed income 
budget." Record numbers of 
visitors and members last 
year still weren't enough to 
cover museum costs such as 
shipping, maintenance and 
insurance, Austin said. 
But others felt museum 
higher-ups were responSible 
for the cuts. 
"Every board that has 
come along has discovered 
the red ink and hidden it for 
the next one," said museum 
Records Manager Linda 
Bradley, who was laid off. 
"The museum is top-heavy 
in management," said 
another museum employee. 
"They brought in people in 
curatorial and development 
pOSitions with relatively high 
salaries, and let the on-line, 
eight-hour-a-day people go." 
Austin confirmed that the 
museum did not layoff or cut 
the pay of any curators or 
administrators. 
Yarmouth mill sale 
sparks controversy 
The Yarmouth Town 
Council's unanimous deci-
sion to sell a historic mill to a 
Freeport devel~per has 
infuriated some residents 
who felt the town acted too 
quickly. 
Developer P. Andre 
LeMaistre, who bought the 
Old Sparhawk Mill and land 
from the town for $120,000, 
wants to put offices in the 
mill. The site currently 
houses a rope manufacturer 
but will soon lose that 
business. The town also sold 
LeMaistre extra land to 
expand the mill's parking lot. 
'We will be watching this 
and making sure the river is 
protected from erosion," said 
Joan Irish, chair of the town's 
Conservation Commission. 
"In hindsight, we should 
have had more public 
hearings," said Town Coun-
cilor John Buck. "But the vote 
was a good one. We're going 
to be prOViding jobs for 
Yarmouth citizens and access 
to the Royal River. It seemed 
like a no-lose situation; after 
all, there is no revenue from 
an empty mill." 
LeMaistre must still secure 
approval from the town's 
planning board before he can 
buy the mill. 
Mariners consider 
Icing Maine 
The owners of the Maine 
Mariners say they want to 
stay in Portland, but have 
talked about moving their 
American Hockey League 
franchise to Providence, R.I., 
or Wilkes-Barre-Scranton, Pa. 
'We've had several offers, 
but we're not going to do 
anything until the season is 
over," said Ed Anderson, the 
team's chief executive officer. 
"Then, we'll take a look at it." 
Anderson emphasized that 
he and partner Frank DuRoss 
would prefer to continue to 
work as a Boston Bruins' 
farm team at the Cumberland 
County Civic Center in 
Portland, The Bruins' five-
year deal with the Mariners 
expires at the end of this 
season. 
The Mariners, who are in 
last place in the Northern 
Division of the American 
Hockey League, have 16 
games remaining in the 
regular season and are 15 
points out of a playoff spot. 
The franchise has been 
plagued by financial prob-
lems in Maine and has had 
difficulty filling the Civi,c 
Center on a regular basis. 
Unemployment 
soars to 8.7% 
The state Labor Depart-
ment reports that Maine's 
unemployment rate soared to 
8.7 percent in January. 
The jobless rate was 
slightly below the January 
1991 figure of 9 percent, but 
markedly higher than the 7.3 
percent recorded in Decem-
ber. 
Maine's unemployment 
rate appeared to improve 
slightly over the last year, but 
sources within the depart-
ment said that apparent 
improvement was actually 
only a shrinkage of the labor 
force, caused by the growing 
number of people who have 
given up trying to find work, 
and an apparent increase in 
self-employment. 
Portland unions 
defer pay raise 
Two city unions that 
rejected job security in favor 
of pay raises last month have 
changed their minds. 
The Labor and Trades and 
Supervisors unions, com-
prised mostly of Portland's 
public works employees, 
handed back the 5 percent 
Continued on pilge 8 
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view and choose image for picture. 
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Rated a Consumers Digest 
"Best Buy" 
Maine's Headquartersfor America's #1 SeUing Mattress 
Sealy Camelot 
Twin ea. $59.95 
Full ea. $89.95 
Queen set $219.95 
Sold in sets 
Sealy Perfect Rest 
Twin ea. $69.95 
Full ea. $109.95 
Queen set $259.95 
King set $349.95 
Sold in sets 
Sealy Firm Sleep Deluxe 
Twin ea, $79.95 
Full ea. $119.95 
Queen set $289.95 
King set $389.95 
Sold in sets 
Sealy Posture Classic Supreme 
Twin ea. $99.95 
Full ea. $149.95 
Queen set $349.95 
King set $449.95 
Sold in sets 
Sealy Bronze Medal 
Twin ea. $129.95 
Full ea. $199.95 
Queen set $429.95 
King set $549.95 
Sealy Posturepedic Silver Medal 
Plush or Firm 
Twin ea. $159.95 
Full ea, $229.95 
Queen set $499.95 
King set $699.95 
Sealy Posturepedic Premium 
Plush or Firm 
Twin ea. $199.95 
Full ea. $279.95 
Queen set $599.95 
King set $799.95 
Sealy Posturepedic Gold Medal 
Plush or Firm 
Twin ea. $219.95 
Full ea, $299.95 
Queen set $699.95 
King set $899.95 
Sold in sets 
Sealy Posturepedic Pillowtop 
Twin set $599.95 
Full set $699.95 
Queen set $799.95 
King set $999,95 
Sealy Posturepedic Super Pillowtop 
Twin set $749.95 
Full set $949,95 
Queen set $999,95 
King set $1,399.95 
Yes, we have custom sizes. Yes, you can purchase mattresses separately, Replace your old sleep 
sofa mattress with a Sealy Posturepedic Sleep Sofa Mattress. 
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pay raises they had earlier 
approved (Newsbriefs, 
2.27.92). 
Portland City Manager 
Robert Ganley had earlier 
predicted the unions could 
lose up to 15 jobs if they 
hadn't voted to defer their 
annual pay hikes. 
Green-bashing bill 
dead on arrival 
Lawmakers killed a bill to 
put basic environmental 
reviews on hold, after its 
creators refused to defend it 
before the Energy and 
Natural Resources Commit-
tee. 
The bill would have done 
away with the need to obtain 
environmental permits for 
gravel pits up to 25 acres, 
subdivisions and some 
buildings, projects in wet-
lands and transportation 
works. 
Not even the Environmen-
tal and Economic Council of 
Maine (EECOM), a group of 
businessmen attempting to 
use the current recession as a 
tool to trash Maine's environ-
mental regulations, bothered 
to testify in favor of the bill 
they had created. 
The bill was variously 
characterized as stupid, 
reactionary, trash, short-
Sighted, inappropriate and 
laughable. 
EECOM, with a name that 
deceives supporters into 
thinking it is a group con-
cerned for the environment, 
contends that DEP over-
regulation stifles business 
growth in the state. EECOM 
chairman Alton Cianchette 
said his group is active in all 
legislative initiatives to trim 
environmental regulations. 
Sen. Bonnie L. Titcomb 
said the bill "reveals a 
disturbing strategy by some 
to use the current economic 
recession as an excuse to 




Police arrested two 
women at the Nu Body 
Health Club in connection 
with what they called a $3 
million-a-year prostitution 
ring operating among Boston, 
Portland and Montreal. 
The arrests followed a 
four-month investigation into 
"women being shuttled from 
Massachusetts to engage in 
massage-oriented prostitu-
tion," said Lt. Mark Dion of 
the Portland police. 
Boston police arrested five 
people they say are con-
nected with the prostitution 
ring, including George L. 
Chandler, one of the owners 
of Nu Body. Boston police 
estimated the prostitution 
ring made about $3 million a 
year. 
No condoms In 
Bush-ville 
School district officials 
have banned the distribution 
of condoms at Kennebunk 
High School after ACT UP 
activists passed out condoms 
and AIDS awareness flyers 
on the edge of school prop-
erty last week. 
Leo Martin, superinten-
dent of School Administra-
tive District 71, said the 
district will use "all lawful 
means" to keep condoms 
from being distributed at the 
school. 
But the school cannot 
prevent the members of the 
Portland chapter of AIDS 
Coalition to Unleash Power 
(ACT UP) from giving away 
condoms on public property, 
including the gravel outside 
the school driveway. 
Kennebunk police said they 
will assist the district in 
keeping ACT UP away from 
the school but acknowledged 
the group had a right to be on 
public property. 
ACT UP spokesman 
Dennis Lyons says the 
district's actions won't stop 
his group from trying to 
educate students on AIDS 
prevention. 
'Whether or not they get 
condoms, they're going to 
know what's going on," he 
said. "People need to be 





Two men who camped in 
front of Freeport Town Hall 
for 46 nights finally got the 
clamming licenses they'd 
been waiting for. 
The Rair, competing for 
the only two available 
clamming permits, took no 
chances of someone jumping 
their places in line and 
camped out in sleeping bags 
in front of the Town Hall 
doors for the last night. No 
one challenged them. 
James Gilbert and Antonio 
DiPietro filled out their paper 
work and paid their license 
fees at Town Hall shortly 
after the doors opened at 8 
j 
... , 
a.m. on March 3. 
. Despite their circum-
stances, Gilbert and DiPietro 
did not become friends. They 
are fishermen, after all. 
On Feb. 22, after five 
weeks in line, their dispute 
exploded when Gilbert and 
friend Scott Hubert entered 
DiPietro's camper. After a 
struggle, DiPietro's brother, 
James, took a gun from 
Hubert, and two shots were 
fired inside the camper. 
Nobody was injured. 
Worried town officials 
said they will devise a new 
method of distributing 
licenses next year. 
"I guess we fixed that 
pretty good," said Gilbert .• 
Reported by Paul Karr, 
Monte Paulsen and 
The Associated Press 
weird news 
Weighty issues ... 
... A 380-pound man 
stopped a robber of a Denver 
convenience store - by 
si tting on him. 
Police reported that Wiley 
Logan entered the store at 
about 3 a.m., walked to a 
checkout lane, placed the 
cashier in a choke hold, and 
took money from the cash 
drawer. Logan then fled the 
store. A security guard 
chased and tackled him 
nearby. 
"I sat on him," said 
Kilborn. "I didn't want to 
break his leg," he added. "But 
he wound up with a com-
pound fracture, bones 
sticking out allover the 
place." 
... A 634-pound Wisconsin 
man facing a light jail 
sentence was sent instead to a 
tougher facility better 
equipped to deal with him. 
Leo O'Kane was sentenced 
to 13 months in a Crawford 
County jail for possession of 
marijuana with intent to 
deliver. But the judge sent 
O'Kane to prison instead 
because his weight presented 
problems that the local jail 
was not prepared to tackle. 
"In this case, (the prison 
option) is better for him and 
the county," said the judge. 
"He'll get medical treatment 
right there." 
... A 1, 116-pound burrito 
was cooked up by University 
of California students hoping 
to get into the Guinness Book 
of World Records. 
, The 20-foot-Iong burrito 
broke the previous 700-
pound record. 
"The highlight came when 
a drummer from the pep 
band did the drum roll for 
the last glob of guacamole," 
said the school's dean. '1t 
was quite thrilling." 
But the students never got 
to taste their creation. The 
burrito was served to 500 
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Terry and her son, Nicholas Westervelt. 
SCOUTS HONORABLE? 
Continued from front page 
Walk into the Hall School out near Exit 8 any Monday, 
Tuesday or Wednesday night, and you'll see every American 
boy's fantasy being lived out. 
A clump of fresh-faced kids gather around a den leader with 
a guitar. Everyone - except the scoutmaster, who wears more 
muted colors - sports a bright yellow kerchief around his neck, 
knotted and held in place with a bat-shaped metal clasp. 
Learning to tie that knot is one of a scout's first lessons. Just 
as in the military services, a complex set of pins, cords and other 
uniform additions signify ranks accomplished, skills mastered 
or creeds memorized. In a typical weekly meeting the den 
leader might teach the boys how to whittle, or lead them 
outdoors on a qUick scavenger hunt for things natural. 
Thousands of boys in central and southern Maine lived that 
dream last year. 
But not 8-year-old Nicholas Westervelt. 
Kicking cubs out of the pack 
Sitting inher home up a short, steep hill off Washington 
Avenue, Terry (her full legal name) could be anyone's mother. 
A few unwashed dishes lie piled in the sink; the phone rings 
constantly; a dog, a cat and a painter squeeze through the 
narrow kitchen, competing for space and attention with the 
hyperkinetic Nicholas, who's bouncing around the room trying 
to pull off some elaborate science project with a bottle of 
vinegar and some baking soda. 
The silver turtle pin Terry wears, and the birch scroll on her 
kitchen wall, might lead you to believe she's a counselor, or 
II'laybe an environmental activist. 
"Actually, I've never been radical or politically active," she 
said, lighting a cigarette calmly amid the chaos. '1 just have a 
story to tell, and I want to open some people's eyes with it. I 
know 1 don't look like a lesbian," she smiled. 
But she is. And for the first time in her life, that fact has been 
used to bar Terry - and her son - from something millions of 
other kids do. 
Terry says the trouble began last fall when she brought 
Nicholas to the First Free Methodist Church atop Munjoy Hill to 
register him for the local Cub Scout pack. Talking with a scout 
gfficial that night, she discovered that Boy Scouts of America 
(BSA) - Cub Scouts are a sort of minor-league division of the 
Boy Scouts - was embroiled in several discrimination lawsuits 
across the country. 
"I listened to him go on for a while, and then 1 asked him if 
my being a lesbian was a problem," said Terry. "And he said it 
might. He began whispering and looking around nervously." 
She said the man ushered her inside the church, sat in a pew 
and began conferring with the church' s pastor and his wife, 
who had been Nicholas' den leader. The three agreed then and 
there that Terry wouldn't be able to serve on any committees or 
volunteer as a den mother. 
"I was truly dumbfounded," said Terry, "and 1 also felt 
violated. I have a lot of good things to offer the Boy Scouts, but I 
never thought who I slept with would be an issue." 
CBW/Tonee Harbert 
The following week, Nicholas showed up for the weekly 
meetings he'd attended since summer. A normally gregarious 
boy, he recalled the episode slowly and with hesitation. 
"I had been to about six meetings," he said reluctantly. "I 
was even made an honorary Boy Scout because 1 was getting 
ready to join. But that last time, after he met my mom, Reverend 
(Harold) Cooper stared at me through the whole meeting. He 
got mad at me. He yelled, and he blamed me for things I wasn ' t 
doing." 
Nicholas went home that night and quit the Cub Scouts. "I 
hate it," he said, then changed the subject. 
Nicholas has gone on to star in local children's theater 
productions. Terry has continued to run a series of small 
businesses in the Munjoy Hill area with her female companion 
of eight years. 
"Our lives have continued," she said - but so has her desire 
to throw light on what she sees as unlawful discrimination. '1 
am not going to stay quiet about this." She recently joined 
Forgotten Scouts, a California-based support and advocacy 
group for gays who've been excluded by BSA, and she plans to 
"I felt violated. I have a lot of good things 
to offer the Boy Scouts, 
but I never thought who I slept with 
would be an issue." 
Terry 
open an East Coast chapter soon. 
"These men were very polite," Terry said. '1 felt they were 
simply conveying an official policy of the Boy Scouts. Of course, 
I also felt they were hiding behind it." 
Traditional values 
Boy Scouts of America was founded in 1910 by William 
Dickson Boyce, a millionaire American publisher inspired by an 
English Boy Scout who gave him directions on a foggy London 
night. His intention was to recruit young boys, match them with 
capable leaders, and teach them civility, self-esteem and 
goodwill. Pushing that wholesome image, BSA has grown to 
become the most popular children' s organization in this 
country: 4.2 million American boys are members. 
Boyce's turn-of-the century ideals, however, ruffle feathers 
today. Girls are excluded; each boy takes an oath to serve God, 
and also promises to live according to the Scout Law - which 
includes such directives as "travel with a clean crowd," be 
"loyal to his Scout leader," and obey all orders in "prompt and 
cheery" fashion. 
Another part of the Scout Oath requires all boys be "morally 
straight." Officials at BSA's Irving, Texas headquarters have 
interpreted that clause as excluding homosexual members. 
"We are a private membership organization with our own 
membership criteria," explained Denlinger. "The boy was and 
is welcome as a member of the Cub Scouts. But Terry does not 
meet the leadership standards of BSA. She'has never applied, 
but if she did apply, she would be denied." 
Cub Scouts - and prospective scout leaders - aren't 
n~rmally ~uestioned about their sexual orientation or religion, 
said Denlinger. But all must subscribe to the Cub Scout Oath 
and Law; if they aren't morally straight, or don't promise to 
serv~ ~od and country, they can't jOin. Despite recent negative 
publioty across the country, BSA's national board of directors 
recentl~ reaffirmed this exclusionary membership policy. 
~nhnger feels the local community has supported BSA's 
pOSition, too. 
"Since the news story about Terry aired," he said, "we've 
had six phone calls and three letters. Half supported our 
position. So I'd say the response has been extremely minor." He 
also points to the Pine Tree Council's (southern Maine area) 
membership rolls, which grew by nearly 1,000 members last 
year. 
"A lot of that's coming from a return of society to traditional 
~alues," said Denlinger. "We teach ethics, values, right deci-
sions. The country's returning to values that scouting never 
left." 
"The Boy Scouts are archaic," replies Terry. "The Girl Scouts 
don't exclude lesbians, and neither does the 4-H Club. In fact, 
4-H said they openly seek and welcome people like me." 
Hoping to change BSA's ways, Terry contacted some of the 
local charities that fund the Pine Tree Council and told them 
about its exclusive policies. 
"Our board has established a subcommittee to review the 
situation," said Meg Baxter, executive director for the United 
Way of Greater Portland. "We're looking at the national 
information, the local situation and our own policies regarding 
membership." 
Baxter said her organization gave the Pine Tree Council 
$82,000 in 1991, about 8 percent of its total annual operating 
budget. Six other United Ways in the state also contribute 
money to the Pine Tree Council. '1'm directly in touch with all 
seven United Ways," said Denlinger, "and none of them has 
contacted us about the policy." In San Francisco, the local 
United Way recently voted to deny funding to BSA. 
Terry also approached the Portland Public School system 
about punishing the Pine Tree Council, since its meetings 
regularly take place in city schools. 
"I said to the assistant superintendent, what if a group that 
barred black people wanted to meet in your schools? And he 
just went, whoa. We've got to look at this." 
"We let the Boy Scouts use the schools as a community 
agency that we have historically supported, not as a matter of 
ren.ting to som~ne who's diSCriminating," said David LeGage, 
assistant supenntendent for operations of Portland Public 
Schools. 
LeGage admitted that the school system's affirmative action 
policy prohibits discrimination in any school activity or on 
school grounds. 
There is precedent for a decision by the school to bar BSA 
meetings. San Francisco's school board recently barred Boy 
"We teach ethics, 
values, right decisions. 
The country's returning to values that 
scouting never left." 
Robert Denlinger, 
Pine Tree Council 
Scou.t leaders and activities from all public schools during 
daytime class hours because the group discriminates against 
gays. 
No school system can keep BSA from using school space 
af~er school, though; federal law generally allows access to any 
pnvate group that wants it. 
"We have no rights" 
"A lot of people don't realize that we can be kicked out of 
our houses just because we're gay," said Terry. "We can be fired 
from our jobs. We can be denied a loan. There simply are no 
human rights for a gay person in this country." 
Last year, Maine Gov. John McKernan made sure it stayed 
that way when he threatened to veto a bill that would have 
made discriminating against homosexuals illegal in Maine. 
Faced with a certain veto, the state House of Representatives 
narrowly defeated the bill, taking McKernan off the hook. 
Terry said she'd like McKernan and BSA to rethink their 
positions. 
"My ultimate hope is that Boy Scouts will change just like the 
average American family has changed," she said. ''The standard 
family used to be a mother and a father with 2.2 kids, living in a 
house with a white picket fence around it. But not anymore, It's 
time for people to open their eyes and accept what is out there." 




• The professional's tool-o combi· 
nanon 01 the most desirable 
performance fectures • Auto- or 
manual focus. Nikon exclusive Matrix 
Metering. Balanced Fi U-Aalh 
• Super-fast 1/800(h econd shutter 
speed. 1/ 250'second Ra,h ' ync 
• FasI 5.7-fps motor drive. Full Nikon 
lens and system compatibility. Nikon 
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Professional Results 
on Demand. 
• A professional workhorse 
• Easr-to-"",d LCD shows ,hutter 
'peeds from 1 /2000 sec, to 8 full 
seconds· Auto- or manual 
exposure control. Ultra-strong 
t;tonium shutter· Full Nikon lens 
ond system comporib il ity • Solid 
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The Idea 
Machine. 
• Exclusive Nikon Matrix 
Metering system • Balanced 
Fill·Flosh wiih ill cybernetic 
sync • 1 / 8000' second 
shutter speed • Continuous 
shooting up '0 3,3 ips 
• Fast outofocus and choice 
of four exposure controls 
with manual override 





The Fifth in Our Mental Health Awareness Series 
Dealing with Sexual Abuse 
Monday, March 16, 1992, 6:30-9 p.m. 
Jackson Brook Institute 
175 Running Hill Rd, South Portland 
If you as a parent or teacher are concerned about the effect of sexual 
abuse on children and families, plan to attend this free program on 
sexual abuse at Jackson Brook Institute next Monday. 
The program will consist of an overview of sexual abuse and how it 
affects children and families, Issues covered will be: 
*What is sexual abuse? 
*Who are the abusers? 
*Signs and symptoms 
*Adult survivors 
The program. will be presented by Susan Korzeniewski, LCSW, and 
Lucy Marbach, LCSW, Clinicians with JBI Ambulatory Care Services. 
This program is open to interested persons at no charge, 




17S Runn'ng H,II Rood 
South PortlOnd, ME 
207 , 761,2200 
Jackson Brook Institute, 175 Running Hill Rd, South Portland 
(at the Maine Mall, take the road that runs west between Toys 'R Us and Lisa's Pizza). 
Or call us at the number below for more information. 
1-800-JBI-2200 
GellWIY fro. 
11111, Ind lei 
CISCO BIY Weekly 
gel you Ibere. 
For information on how 
to become part of our 
GETAWAYS Section 
please call Marilyn, 
Maureen, Cary, Gayle or 
Larry at 775·6601. 
On top 





Midweek lifts ide 
lodging & lift 
packages from 
$79 
ppdo per night, 














S 8 8 8 One Week Land & Air (pip based dlol 
• Round trip Air from Boston 
• 6 Nights Accomodations 
I hotel service charges & taxes I 
• Continental Breakfast Daily 
• Bonus Features 
Travel Beginning April 1, 1992 
You ... r~, 
-- ., . ~~ 
148 High St .. 
Portland, ME 774-8294 
Reservations I Tickets I Anytime • Anywhere 
Love to ... DANCE? 
Join Tom & Sara Atkins for a Weekend of Dancing 
Package includes: 
• Two nights lodging 
• 5 meals 
• Friday Evening Dance Social 
• 4 hours of dance instruction on Saturday. 
• Saturday Night Dinner Dance 
• Sunday Dance Lesson Review 
• Dancing to taped music. 
• Use of all resort recreational facilities . 
• 11 ()() sq , foot dance floor 
April 10, 11 & 12: Rumba & Foxtrot 
May 15, 16& 17: Cha Cha & Lindy 
$120. pp/do (+ 8". NH rooms! meals tax '" gratuities) 
~',\;~ Purity Spring Resort ". Route 153 For more info, call ~ East Madison NH 03849 1-800-367-8897 
Abercrombie & Kent 
Simply the best way to travel. 
THE WORLD OF ABERCROMBIE & KENT: 
whether independently or one of our custom programs, "Simply the 
best way to travel." 
BARGING AND BALLOONING WITH A & K, April to Oct. 
Discover the special pleasures of cruising Europe·s canals, rivers and 
quiet waterways - combine it with bicycling, fine dining, ballooning 
and touring, for a great experience. This year, the hotel barge 
REMBRANDT cruises the waterways of Holland and visits the 
spectacular FLORIADE Flower Show. held only once a decade. 
KENYA REVISITED, Sept. 19 to Oct. 3 
Explore a new ang different Kenya on our 14th Anniversary safari : 
best game reserves. off the beaten track private ranches, newest of 
the tented camps and lodges. Meet the Kenyans: naturalists, writers. 
Kenya families . For a great safari experience and the trip of a 
lifetime, call us. Space limited to 16. 
Fa,. a complete listing of ou,. 1992 progroms as well as A & K Tou,. 
Digest. caY today. 
781-3395 
LADD TOURS and CRUISES, INC. 
"For the best quality vacations worldwide." 
FOUR FUNDY ROAD, FALMOUTH ME 04105 
letters 
Irrelevant fiction 
I couldn't decide between 
metaphors: This issue 
(2.27.92) is so full of shit no 
one can use it for toilet paper, 
or this issue has so much 
mental masturbation in it that 
I'm surprised (at the risk of 
being sexist) the pages aren't 
stuck together. 
S· M. HALL.=r 
S.M. Hall ill 
Scarborough 
Hawk-eyed readers 
On page 24 of CB W 2.27.92 
is a picture of two cats. They 
are called leopards (panthera 
pard us) in the article. They're 






The big news story on 
March 4 was Clinton's first 
win. Didn't Jerry Brown have 
his first win? Why is the 
media so afraid of giving 
Brown equal time? Could it 
be because he doesn't take 
large campaign bribes and 
can't afford to buy large ads 
or network time? 
How much has each 
candidate spent so far, per 
vote? I would like to see how 
much a vote cost! 
James R DeVou 
Portland 
Stop the abuse 
of women 
Walking down Congress 
Street after leaving the anti-
rape protest sponsored by 
Feminists Against Rape on 
Washington Avenue on 
March 4, I observed a man in 
a car stop at a red light roll 
down his window, and shout 
the following verbal abuse to 
a woman: "Hey, baby, want 
to get fucked? Want to take a 
ride?" 
I would like to ask this 
man: Why did you feel the 
need to humiliate, terrorize 
and verbally abuse another 
human being? Did shouting 
this make you feel more 
powerful? Or did you think it 
was funny? What are you 
afraid of? And ,how would 
you feel if such a comment 
were made to (or overheard 
by) your mother, sister or 
daughter? 
Ask yourself these 
questions the next time you 
see, read or hear about a 
ph ysical, verbal or sexual 
abuse committed against a 
woman. Ask them the next 
time observe the commercial 
exploitation, sexual harass-
ment, political or legal 
injustices perpetrated against 
a woman. Ask yourself these 
questions the next time a 
woman is raped in America 
(every six minutes). If you 
do, you will find yourself 
asking these questions day 
and night, just as we, who 
are your mothers, sisters and 
daughters, do. 
Abusing women will not 
make you more powerful. 
Ending the abuse will. 





This letter is not aimed at 
any given topic, but at the 
total frustration that most of 
us are feeling over our 
nation's current situation .... 
The problem seems to be 
the people we elect. We have 
a government run by "career 
politicians" - people who 
set out in life to get and hold 
a job at our expense .... 
So how do these people do 
it? On one hand, as George 
Nathan said in the late 1800s, 
"Bad officials are elected by 
good citizens that do not 
vote." That is a very impor-
tant point. The unfortunate 
other point is that we as a 
people allow ourselves to be 
conned by these idiotic 
commercials, knowing full 
well that we are not getting 
half of what we are promised 
but wanting to believe that 
551A Congress St., 
Portland, Me 04101 
2077756601 
fa. 207 775 1615 
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"this guy" is going to change 
something .. .. 
We are left with a govern-
ment at the federal level that 
regulates fair lending prac-
tices, and that at the same 
time allows the S&L scandal 
and also allows its own 
financial arm (the IRS) to 
practice collection methods 
and charge interest rates and 
penalties that would embar-
rass any self-respecting loan 
shark. 
At the state level we have 
Jock McKernan and John 
Martin, Boy, now there is a 
pair. If you added their IQ's 
together and deducted two 
points, we would have to 
water them once a day. They 
don't want gambling at the 
same time they are running 
seven lotteries, horse racing, 
beano, bingo, etc, They will 
pass any stupid law that 
MADD comes up with and at 
the same time sell us the 
liquor - in a time of "eco-
nomic crisis." (Don't you love 
that term? You're not unem-
ployed, you are either the 
victim of an economic crisis 
or the victim of an economic 
downturn.) They refuse to cut 
the size of the Congress, give 
themselves a raise, and Gov. 
McKernan adds $40,000 to his 
personal staff while eliminat-
ing 2,500 state workers. 
The city of Portland 
responds to the competition 
from the Maine Mall, whose 
main attraction is free 
parking and acceSSibility, by 
widening the sidewalks, 
eliminating as much parking 
as they can, then expecting 
you to pay at a parking 
garage and walk a mile or so 
to shop. And who gets a cut 
of your parking fees? The city 
of Portland. Who gets the $5 
to $50 ticket fee if you don't 
pay your meter fee? Right 
again, it's the city of Portland. 
Anyone who believes that the 
city is not in the parking 
business for the money 
should take Toto and go back 
to the land of Oz and stay 
there. 
The answer? Let business 
people run a business -let 
the politicians fumble, 
bumble and fiddly fart 




Casco Bay Weekly 
welcomes your letters. 
Please keep your 
thoughts as brief as you 
can (300 words, max.), 
Include a daytime phone 
number, and address to: 
Letters, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
1/2 SKIING 
$11 Adult, $7 Jrs. weekends & 7.50 Adult, $5 Jrs. midweek 
~" • Conven ient, Close, UncrOWded, ~". Affordable - $22/adult - $14/junior • 16 trails and slopes, 4 lifts, snowmak ing 
King Pine Ski Area 
AT Purity Spring Resort 
Route 153 
E. Madison, NH 03849 
1-800-367-8897 
• Nursery and childrens programs 
• Tuesdays 2 ski for the price of 1 
• N ight Sk iing . Tues., Fr i., and Sat. 
• Complete Rentals and PSIA member ski 
school 
March 12,1992 
S I • 773·4200 
1 •• ~Fabulous Free ort 
Open: 





,.-11 A Factory Outlet • Freeport Fashion Mall .."..a 2 Depot Street, Freeport • 865-0462 
Carroll Reed~ 
-OUTLET-
A Tradition of Value Since 1936. 
ShOp Carroll Reed for updated classic 
women's clothing of exceptional 
quality and value. 
We Offer 
30 - 500/0 OFF 
current catalog merchandise. 
Bring this ad Into our 
freeport store and receive 
20% Off any Item. 
(not valid wtth any other offer, good through .3/31 /92) 
Mon. - Thurs. & Sat I a -6 
Fri. I 0-8. Sun 1 a - 5 ' 
865-1172 
Freeport Outlet, 223 US Route 1 South, Freeport. ME. 
LNITlD co OR5 
o~ B"~~ I ON 
~ l. 
Winter Clearance Going on Now! 
UNITED COLORS 
OF BENETTON. 




up to 400/0 off 
all Fall & Winter collections 
Open seven days 
31 Main Street. The Mikasa Building 
Freeport, ME. 865-3158 
13 
Entertainment 
Submissions for Entertainment 
Weekly sections must be received 
In writing on the Thursday prior 
to publication. Send your Calendar 
and Listings Information to Ellen 
Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 
him play ... Konitz will try 
anything." Try him at 9 or 
11 p.m. Admission's $15 at 
the door of 20 Danforth St. 
Call the cool hotline at 772-
8114 for details. 
Go where the_ 
wild things are, 
March 13. 
CELEBRATE 
ST. PATRICK'S DAY 
ALL WEEK 
Corned Beef & cabbage Dinne 
with a Pint of Guiness 
$5.95 
Guess How Many 
Shamrocks We Have Up & 
A Daily l1lncheonSpecial 
For The Month Of April! 
"I survived Sl Patty's' 
100% 'COTTON T-SHIRTS 
tI.OO 
336 Fore SI oln Ihe Old Port 
772·8619· Serving Daily 1130·10 
1 ' and more ways to be 
Inli'w'<'I'/'.d, get Involved and stay 
126 North Boyd St, 
Portland, ME 04101 
- UPCOMING EVENTS -
• cafe no coup: Paul Lichter 
and David Snow, propri-
etors of Portland's hottest 
jazz forge, have scored a 
major musical victory for 
Portland. Lee Konitz, 
American alto saxophonist 
and winner of the 1992 
Jazzpar Prize (the world's 
only grand international 
' jazz award), will be appear-
ing tonight at the cafe. 
Konitz, said The New Yorker, 
"surprises you no matter 
how many times you hear 
165 FOREST AYEMUE. m·1I1I 
___ 0' ilMAR 13 
• Portland poet Ken Rosen 
will read from his new 
book, "Longfellow Square" 
- a lyrical compendium of 
nature-oriented verse-
tonight at 7:30 at Raffles 
Cafe Bookstore, 555 Con-
gress St. Rosen is the author 
of three previous collections 
of poetry, and was the 
winner of the 1988 Maine 
Arts Commission Poetry 
Commission. He teaches 
literature and writing at 
USM. Call 761-3930 to 
square away further details. 
• Yo La Tengo, former 
acoustic warriors, have 
gone electric mental. Some 
of this group's guitar stuff is 
really out there. You can 
experience their transforma-
tion in person tonight at 
7:30. Admission is $5. See 
you at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. 
Call the club warriors at 
773-8187 for mental notes. 
• Bestiality in Brunswick: 
Mystic Paper Beasts, a 
Connecticut-based theatre 
company of international 
renown, will perform 
tonight at 7:30 at 
Brunswick's Longfellow 
School. Using masks, 
acoustic music and dance, 
Marya Ursin and Daniel 
Potter will perform "Dream 
of the Zodiac," the story of a 
small beast as she follows 
the sun through the animal 
houses of the zodiac in 
order to understand herself 
better. Attending a Paper 
Beasts performance, said 
one reviewer, is like "at-
tending a three-ring circus, 
with an lonesco play going 
on in one rin~, a concert in 
the second, and a ballet in 
the thi·rd." Tix are $3 for 
adults, $10 for families. 
Proceeds will benefit the 
non-profit Arts Are Elemen-





• MARCH 1 3 & 1 4 
JENNY & the 
WOODMEN 
lInLE JIMMY and ,II. 
SOUL CATS 
Hot Chica99 Blues 
$4 door. 9PM 
DISCOVERED 
': •• TUES MARCH 17. "':':~" .. ' '-;:' 
'.' ST. PATRICK'S '. :. 
DAY PARTY .:. .;' 
,:·;with THE SENS •. ··;· .. . ... 
• THUR MARCH 19 
SPECIAL SHOW 
DEVONSQUARE 
Don't forget our FRIDAY 
HAPPY HOURS with 
$250 cash door prize 
NATIONAL HEADLINER 
____ ,(MAR 15 
EDGAR WINTER 
The Heart n Soul of Rock n Roll 
Tix $12. 8PM 
___ lDiMAR 17 
ST. PATRICK'S DAY lASH 
wi WllM 'rolll 5 to 111 
also that niaht 
OMAR and the HOWLERS 
Tix $6 • 8PM 
BINTLIFF'S 
. YET? 
If not, you haven't Ilvedl 
Delicious Homemade 
BREAKfAST 
Weekdays 6AM-ll :30 AM 
Saturday 6 AM-2 PM 
Sunday 8 AM-2 PM 
LUNCH M-f 11 :45-2 PM 
Green Mt. Coffee ~rved dally! 
98 Portland Street 
Opposite Main Post Office 
Portland 773-2096 
• Soca to you: If March has 
chilled your bones, zip on 
over to Zootz tonight, when 
you'll meet the man from 
Montserrat who drove 
audiences into a fevered 
Contemplating sax. Do 
It Thursday, March 12. 
frenzy with his 1984 chart-
topper "Hot, Hot, Hot." 
Arrow, king of soca (soul 
Calypso), will set the club 
on fire with his 12-piece 
Caribbean Calypso band. 
"Even though we're 
politically conscious and 
aware of situations," says 
Arrow, "the message in my 
music is for people to have 
a good time .. . They're 
always hearing about 
problems in the world, like 
starvation and apartheid, 
and I feel sometimes people 
need a break from it." Let 
Arrow soca to you with his 
rhythmically riveting dance 
tunes tonight at 9. Papa 
Loves Mambo will open. 
Admission is $9 at the door 
of 31 Forest Ave. Call 773-
8187 for an apolitical 
message. 
• Park protectors: The 
Maine Olmsted Alliance for 
Parks & Landscapes is a 
group of volunteers 
dedicated to the preserva-










Maine's historic designed 
landscapes. The group will 
present a series of lectures 
this spring, including 
today's offering, "Maine's 
Designed Landscape 
Legacy: Past, Present and 
Future," by Alliance trustee 
and architectural historian 
Elizabeth Igleheart. Hear 
this guardian of green from 
9 a.m.-2 p.m. in Moulton 
Union, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. For more info 
call 781-3659. 
• Thelma & Louise are 
back. They're better (or 
worse) than ever. Hailed as 
the Butch Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid of modem 
feminist film, Susan 
Sarandon and Gena Davis 
star in 'Thelma & Louise," 
which chronicles the road 
trip of two best friends 
leaving their unsatisfying 
home lives to journey 
westward, ever westward, 
on the lam from the law and 
omnipresent males and 
symbols of males watering 
the barren landscape. Critics 
praised the film for casting 
women in roles usually 
assumed by men: roles of 
power and control over 
their own lives. But is it 
truly empowering to cast 
women in men's roles? And 
do Thelma & Louise really 
have any choice over the 
road ahead of them? See it 
(again) and decide for 
yourself. Call The Movies at 
Exchange Street for other 
dates and times: 772-9600. 
• If they only had a brain: 
Avant-garde folk-rock trio 
Scarecrow Assembly do 
have two guitars, a cello 
and ex-straw-dinary voices. 
They'll use 'em when they 
perform tonight at 7 at the 
Westside Restaurant, 58 
Pine St. Suggested donation 
is $2, which goes to per-
formers. Call 773-8223 to 
scare up more info. 
• Free to be, you & me: The 
Cumberland County 
Libertarian Party will hold 
an organizational meeting 
tonight at 7:30 at the Great 
Lost Bear Restaurant, 540 
Forest Ave. With more than 
a million members nation-
wide, the Libertarians are 
the third largest political 
party in the United States. 
They're committed to the 
ideals of freedom, personal 
responsibility and limited 
government. Very limited. 
If you're interested in these 
ideals, you're invited to join 
the party! Feel free to 
Cheap thrill: Comics 101 
contact Bill Stuart at 799-
5961 for details. 
• Free, experimental, 
cutting edge theatre: 
Theatre fans, rejoice! 
Portland Stage Company's 
"A Little Festival of the 
Unexpected" begins today 
at Portland Perfonning Arts 
Center, 25A Forest Ave. A 
white-hot constellation of 
writers, composers and 
perfonners will celebrate 
music, language and 
imagination for five stellar 
days. For the complete 
schedule, see page 18. 
• Massage madness at 
Raffles: Hobble on down to 
Raffles Cafe Bookstore 
today (and March 17 & 18 
as well), and massage 
therapist Eliott Cherry will 
give you aID-minute, 
seated mini-massage. You'll 
also receive a coupon for a 
free drink, any free drink -
though being the health-
conscious, literate, New Age 
hipster you are, you'll 
probably choose sodium-
free seltzer. The good news: 
It's free. The bad: You have 
to keep your clothes on. Call 
761-3930 for more madness. 
• Zow! Bif! Wap! Holy Toledo, Batman! It's a mini-course on "ComiC Book Art - The 
Creator's and Publisher's View," Friday, March 13, from 7-9 p.m . 
• Yeah, you heard right, punk. A panel of comics creators and publishers - including Greg 
S. Baisden, managing editor of Tundra Publishing, the cutting-edge comie people who 
brought you Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles - will deliver an historical retrospective of how 
comics developed in America up to the 1950s; a brief talk on horror and crime comics, 
focusing on issues of censorship; a short history of comics up to the present; and a demi-
discourse on the vocabulary and idiom of comics. (In Comic Book Land everything is 
abbrev.) 
• Comics 101 will conclude with an extended question and answer period exploring the 
current state of the comics market, the renaissance in comics' popularity and the viability of 
comics today both artistically and commercially. 
• The course takes place in Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Tuition is $10 for 
adults, $5 for children under 16, Ninja Turtles admitted free. For more comic relief call 
Maurice Harter at 773-0847. 
**** 
The m05t comfOrtable 
community pottety 
studio in Portland. 
Pottery Lessons 
Adult & Chadren 
Studio Atmosphere 
Affordability 
Kiln & Studio Rental 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 118 WASHINGTON AVE * 
PORTLAND· 772-4334 * 
~ 
The very very beSt 
clay, materials, 
equipment & service. 
8 FOX STREIT 
PORTLAND • 772-3273 
**** 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
ITS NOT JUST TAlJ(, 
ITS ACTIONI 
Wed. nights, 10-11 pm 
Now accepting phone calls. 
:iT 
) TOE 
!erving breald'ML lunch. 
dinner (s5 !lunda y brunch 
58 Pine St" 773-8223 
) . 
·····I~.;lfIIJ:i: 
Find an Arrowhead Friday, March 13. 
• Show & tell for adults: If 
you've been wondering 
what the Union of Maine 
Visual Artists does, here's 
your chance to find out. 
UMV A will be taking care 
of business tonight at a 
meeting from 7-8:30. Since 
the organization has no 
board of directors, theoreti-
cally every member is a 
board member. Very 
artistic, very egalitarian. Sea 
Gordon, who's in charge of 
membership for the group, 
admits that thfi! set-up is 
ripe for a coup, but points 
out that such political 
machinations take a lot of 
energy. After the meeting at 
8:30, members - or new-
comers - will show current 
work or slides thereof, and 
(if they're brave) talk about 
their art. Don't miss this 
opportunity to check out 
what the UMV A is all about 
at the Maine Writers and 
MASSAGE 
AT RAFFLES?! 
Free mini massage 








MON-Fill 11-5 · . SUN 12-5 
555 CONGRESS STREET 
PORTLAND • 761-3930 
Publishers Alliance build-
ing, 12 Pleasant St., Bruns-
wick. You can play show & 
tell with Gordon by calling 
her at 799-5150. 
• From both sides, now: 
Tonight from 5-7, the Baxter 
Gallery at Portland School 
of Art will hold a reception 
for" As Seen by Both Sides," 
an exhibition that brings 
together 82 works of art 
about the Vietnam War 
from Vietnamese and 
American artists. The 
exhibit marks the first time 
since the war ended in 1975 
that Vietnamese art has 
been seen in this country. 
All the Vietnamese and 
most of the American artists 
are veterans of the war. The 
gallery'S located at 619 
Congress St. There will be a 
gallery talk March 26 at 6 
p.m. Tours by veterans are 
also available by calling the 
gallery at 775-5152. 
r77:~:~ ~i' 
U ll... oreat C .r r. ," 
• THURS 3.12 
World Reknown LEE KONITZ 
.3.13 & 14 Portland's Own 
EAST END JAZZ QUARTET 
• WED 3. 18 
Vintage Repertory Co. 
presents 
Vaclav Havel's AUDIENCE 
• THURS 3.19 
LELW MOUNARI QUARTET 
featuring 
GEORGE GARZONE 
open jlln jlUD lunday 4:30-8pm 
reservations welcome 
closed mondays 
20 danforth st •• 772-8114 
,-
1 6 Gzsro Bay Weekly 
BRIGHTUGHT 
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ADDING MONEY TO 
YOURUFE 
FRIDAY 3/13. lOAM OR 
FRIDAY 3/27. lOAM 
Shiftworkers and SAD sufferers can 
learn how to brighten their life & 
sleep beUer. 
By Jim Ferguson, President - U.S. 
Dayslar • 
Non-traditional healing practices for 
emotional well-being, using 
visualization, medilation & 
homeotherapy. Jo Moser. MA. 
Exploring the use of dreams as a 
focus for growth, How to best use 
a dream journel. 
Learn easy & unique recipes for a 
healthier diet. By Elizabeth 
Dranitzke. (Basic Chen $15 or 
$25 for2 
Sample Nutritional products 
and learn how to earn money 
by Sandi Dunham. Life Style 
Trainer. Qualify for free Florida 
trip. 
For More Detal1s and registration information call the staff at Basics at 161-280J 
Call and let us hear your ideas for classes, 
25% OFF Book Sale! 
Great discounts on specialty books 
through March. Come In early for 
the best selection! 
The area's most diverse natural 
marketplace. 
537 Shore Road • Cape Elizabeth • 767-2803 
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We are Portland's premier sandwich 
shop, celebrating our first 6 months in 
business, With -$3-99 lunch specials 
and 40 plus Rollwich combinations, 
we are the hottest lunch spot in the 
Old Port. If you haven't tried Box 
Lunch yet, you should check us out. 
82 Exchange Street in the Old Port • 774-0014 
Entertainment 
Omtinlltd from lV-dRy CALENDAR 
WHAT'S WHERE 
Due to scheduling changes after 
CBW goes to press, moviegoers 




Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective March 13-19 
Hand That Rocks the Cradle (R) 
1 :30,4:15, 6:50, 9:15 
Final Analysis (R) 
1 :05, 3:45, 7, 9:35 
My Cousin Vinny (R) 
1 :35, 4:20, 7, 9:35 
Fried O .... n Tomato .. (R) 
1:20,4:10,7:15,10 
Shining Through (R) 
7:20,10:05 
The Oreat Mouse Detective (Q) 
1:15,3:15,5:15 
Wayne'. Wortd (PO-13) 
1,3:10,5:30, 7:35,9:45 
stopl Or My Mom Will Shoot 
(PO-13) 
1,3,5,7,9 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective March 13-19 
No March 14, 7:40 showing of 
Once Upon A Crime 
The Cutting Edge March 14 only 
Beauty and the Beaat (a) 
1 :40,4:30, 6:50 
Hook (PO) 
12:30 
Prtnce of Tid .. (A) 
3:20,6:30,9:15 
Medicine Man (PO-13) 
1,3:50,7:10,9:30 
The Oladlator (R) 
9 
The Cutting Edge (PO) 
7:30 
Once Upon A Crime (PO) 
1 :30, 4:20, 7:40, 9:45 
The Lawnmo_r Man (A) 
12:50,3:40,7,9:25 
Hear My Song (R) 
1 :10, 4, 7:20, 9:35 
Amertcan Me(R) 
12:40,3:30,6:40,9:20 
Article ~ (A) 
1:20,4:10,7:30,9:40 
The Movies 
10 Exchange S1. , Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & SUn 
Paatlme (PO) 
March 11-14 
Sat 1; Wed-Sat 7,9 
Thelma & Loul .. (A) 
March 14- 17 
Sat 3; Sun 1,9:15 
Man-Tues 6:45, 9:15 
Young Soul R.bels 
March 15 
Sun 3:15, 7 
The Story of Boys and Olrls 
March 18-24 
Wed-Tues 7, 9; Sat-Sun 3, 9 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, 
Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective March 13-19 
Cepe F .... (R) 
12:50,3:45,6:40.9:35 




Th. Last Boyscout (R) 
1:10,4:10, 7,9:45 




Mississippi Masala (PO-13) 
1, 4, 6:50, 9:30 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
TIl. Addams F.mlly 
Uncle Fester reappears after 25 years as 
part of a plot to loot the Addams' family 
fortooe. ls he an impostot? As aU the char-
act"", playas close to the TV originals as 
possible, the initiate wiN savor this long 
s~com episode. 
Am.rtcan M. 
A los Angeles man (of unidentified Latin .. 
American background) w~h a long histO/y 
of clashes with the law, Is finally taken toa 
high security prison. But once behiodbars, 
thecleller prisoner(played by JamesOlmos) 
manages to organize the inmates and take 
control of east lA's underwo~d. 
An Amerlc.n T.n 
Aevel, an immigrant mouse. leaves the Big 
Apple to find new friends and adventure in 
the Wild West. Animated. 
Artlel.OII 
A veterans hospital Is the setting for this 
satire about the red tape encountered by 
discharged soldiers when trying to collect 
benefits. 
Beauty .nd the Be .. t 
Disney's new animated extravaganza 
based on the fairy tale. 
Buga, 
Based on the Ine of the flamboyant gang-
ster Bugsy Siege/. Driven by his love for a 
woman. he created a gambling mecca in 
the mid-'40s known as las Vegas. Warren 
Beatty and Annette Bening star. 
C. ... F •• r 
An ex-con terrorizes the family of a lawyer 
who failed to keep him out of jai years 
earlier. Stars AobertDe Niro, Jessica Lange. 
Nick Notte and Robert M~chum . 
Th. Cuttfng Edge 
Aclassic love stO/y batweena rough hockey 
player and an ice skater. As he is unable to 
pursue his pro league dreams. he turns 
grudgingly to figure skating. finds a refined 
partner and faNs for her. Together they go 
on to attain fame in pair skating. 
FlMI An.lyIII. 
A forensic psychiatrist who routinely testi-
fies at criminal trials gets involved with a 
schizophrenic female patient, whose sister 
seduces the unsuspecting shrink. The re-
lationship triangle uncovers an otherwise 
perfect murder. W~h Richard Gere and 
Kim Basinger. 
F..-leek 
In a Muristic wo~d, a race car driver is killed 
in an accident. Some years later, when 
people havelaken to hijacking dead bodies, 
his is stolen and brought back to life. 
Fried GNen Tomet_ 
An ov~ht and neglected housewife 
befriends a lonely older woman living at a 
rest home. They develop a close relation-
ship besed on the elder's memories - a 
tale of two women friends in the '30s -
which helps to restore the housewije'sjoje 
de vWre. Flawed but interesting perallel 
tale starring Kathy Bates, Jessica Tandy, 
Mary louise Parker and Mary Stuart 
Masterson. 
TII.GIadI ...... 
Forced by circl.mstances, a man enters 
the underground world of amateur boxing 
to clear his father's name and the family's 
honor. He must eventually confront a man 
with a simiar story, but friendship wins in 
the end. 
TIl. Oreet Mo ... Detectlv. 
Yet another Disney classic in which re-
nowned mouse detective Basil matches 
witswith hiseviI nemesis Professor Ratigan. 
Hllnd Thet Rocks the Creel. 
A gynecologist is accused of harassing his 
patient and opts for suicide. His wife suf-
fers a miscarriage, goes mad and blames 
everything on the patient and her family . 
She becomes the nanny of the patient's 
daughter and executes her vicious plans. 
Hear M, Song 
A dishonest, fast-lalkilg liverpool night-
cub booker promises his audience a leg-
endary Irish tenor who has not pertonned 
In the past 25 years. He cannot deliver and 
gets chucked out of his club, so in search 
of the tenor he sets off for Ireland. 
Hook 
A modem version of "Peter Pan" in which 
Peter's grown up and wants to retum to 
Nevernever land. Directed by Steven 
Spielberg, starring Robin Williams as Pe-
ter. Julia Roberts as Tinkerbell and Dustin 
Hoffman as Captain Hook. 
Th. lJIet lIoyscout 
Bruce Wilis plays an ex-CIA agent who 
teams up w~h a former football player 
(Demon Wayans) to solve a murder involv-
ing the athlete's gi~friend . Ultimately the 
pair uncovers a web of inlrigue surround-
ing crooked poI~icians and various crimi-
nal elements attempting to legalize pro 
football gambling. 
TII.lJIwnmo_ M .. 
Science fiction thriller. based on a short 
story by Stephen King, about a mad scien-
tist and a gardener. 
Medlcln. Men 
Scientist Sean Connery searches in the 
Brazilian jungle for a medicinal cure for 
cancer. W~h louise Bracco. 
MI ..... lppI M_I. 
A sentimental. humorous but pungent ac-
courll of a cross-cultural love affair be-
tween a Uganda-born Indian woman and a 
black man from Mississippi. 
My Cou8ln Vln", 
Ralph Macchio and Mitchell Whitfield star 
as college students wrongly accused of 
murder in a rural Alabama town. The inept 
Brooklyn lawyer who com"" to their res-
cue is played by Joe Pesci. 
Once Upon A Crlm. 
A comic murder mystery set in Europe. 
featuring James Belushi, Cybi/l Shepherd, 
Sean Young. Richard lewis and John 
Candy. Giancar/o Giannini plays the cop 
from Monte Carlo out to find the culprit. 
Paetlm. 
Set in the 19508. this is a flick for all those 
who love baseball . featuring a Class D, 
small town relief pitcher from Califomia 
who is nearing the end of his lusterless 
career. When a talented young lad joins the 
team. the old pitcher becomes his mentor 
and thus the legacy of commijment and 
honor is passed on. 
Princ. of TId •• 
A New York psychiatrist(Barllara Streisandj 
and a South Carolina teacher (Nick Notte) 
are brought together by the attempted 
suicide of his sister. who happens to be tier 
patient. Directed by Streisand. based on 
Pat Conroy's novel . 
Shining Through 
Romantic spy thriller in which a secretary 
working in the OSS during WW II per-
suades her boss to send her on a one-time 
mission to the Nazi heartland. where she is 
to infiltrale the house of a high-ranking 
officerbyposingasahousekeeper. Melanie 
Griffith and Michael Douglas co-star. 
Stop! Or My Mom WIll Shoot 
Comedy starring Sylvester Stallone as a 
los Angeles cop who teams up with the 
witness of a murder - his own mothe~ 
The Storr of Bon .nd Girt. 
A wealthy northem Italian family travels to 
their future in-law's fannhouse to celebrate 
the impending marriage of their grown-up 
children. The banquet serves as a center-
piece from which the threads of seperate 
stories are woven into a triumphant whole. 
TII.lm. & Loul .. 
An unhappy wHe and a coffee shop wait-
ress escape from their unpleasant lives by 
embarking on a spontaneous road trip. 
Young Soul Rebel. 
In the wo~d of london's 1970s subcul-
tures. director Isaac Julie~ portrays the 
cultural battleground of his musical. multi-
racial. mult~sexual. mysterious and at times 
tragic youth. 
Wa,n ... Worid 
/Ii late-night cable show broadcast from a 
basement. featuring Metal Heads Wayne 
and Garth (of "Saturday Night Live", who 
make pronouncements on leen life and 




Vintage Repertory Co. presents a satirical 
piece by dissident playwright and current 
president of Czechoslovakia Vaclav Havel 
about his experience as a ''banned per-
son" in his own country . March 18at8 pm. 
cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. $5 ad-
mission. Call 772-8114 for more info. 
·Clrcl •• of Madn ... : Moth.re of the 
Pleu d. M.yo· 
Reading by Chilean poet Marjorie Agosin. 
whose latest collection of poems is about 
people who vanished during the Argentin-
ian military dictatorship of 1976-83. March 
13 at 7 pm in Chase HaH lounge, Bates 
College, lewiston. Free. For further info 
call 786-6330. 
Comedian. Tim ""rrell, Joanne Ch ..... 
and K.vln Shone ask 
the age-old question: Do you fear mimes, 
sad clowns and puppetry? Yes? Then 
you'lIlove the illllrovisational comedy of 
Tim. Joanne and Kevin. The demented trio 
lovingly take audience ideas and trans-
form them into two hours of comic may-
hem. Every Thursday, armed with big 
sticks, they take pokes at waShed-Up ac-
tors. bad 1V, pompous politicians. mood 
swings, lesser-known nursery rhymes. 
criminally insane behavior. Jim Nabors, 
indoor-outdoor carpeting, and other sa-
cred cows you suggest. For three bucks 
you can't go wrong. like fingerprints. no 
two shows are alike. Every Thursday at 8 
pm at the Cave. 29 Forest Ave (right next 
to Zootz). Call 879-0070 for info. 
"Doctor Doolittle· 
Windham Center Stage Theater presents 
this play by children for children, through 
March 14-Sat&Sun.2pm; Fri, 7 pm-
at Windham Community Center. Route 
202. Windham. Tix: $5. $3 students & 
seniors. $1 preschoolers. Call 892-3315 
for reservations. 
An Evening of AlDS-R.I.ted The.tar 
features "The Inner Circle," in which a 
group of high schoolers finds out one of 
them has become infected with HIV and 
·Survival Tactics," an emotional m0no-
drama on the experience of AIDS. Hosted 
by Old Orchard Beach High School. Aft 
proceeds, less expenses. will go to The 
Aids Project. March 19at7:30pm, at40T-
for Turn Road, Old Orchard Beach. Ad-
mission: $10adl,jts. $5 students. CaIlS7f>-
9601 for details. 
·TII. forti .. In Revl.w· 
Crusade Capers, the longest running an-
nual TalenWariety Show of its kind, pre-
sents "The Forties in Review" for the ban-
efit of the Bath-Brunswick unit oftheAmeri-
can Cancer Society. March 19-21 at8pm. 
at Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College. Ad- , 
mission: $8 Thurs. $10 other days. For 
more info call 846-4994. 
·God .... l1· 
The Schoolhouse Arts Center presents 
the 'lOs "",sical March 12-22 - Thurs 
(March 12 only) and Fri-Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 2 
pm - at Schoolhouse Arts Center, Route 
114. Sebago lake. Tix: $10 & $8. For 
reservations call 842-3743. 
GorhemArteCouncH'.FunclreI8lngCon-
e.rt 
wil feature Rick Charette and the Bubble 
Gum Band - performing children's songs 
and corrbining pop music with imagina-
live activities - March 21 at 2:30 pm at 
Gorham High School . 41 Morrill Ave, 
Gorham. Cal 839-2203 for more info. 
·He ... & The ... FABLES Now & Th.n· 
The Theater Project presents original ad-
aptations of Aesop's fables accompanied 
by Brad Terry·sclarinet. March 14& 15-
Sat, 11 am & 2 pm; Sun, 2 pm - at The 
Theater Project, 14 School St. Brunswick. 
For reservations caR 729-8584. 
Improvlutlonal Comedy 
w~hlmprovboston. March 14 -Sat, 8pm 
- at The Chocolate Church, 804 Wash-
ington St, Bath. Tlx: $10 & $8. Call 442-
8455 for reservations. 
LA Arte Present. Acadle Quebec 
Andre Marchand. Normand Miron, les 
Tymeux de Is Bale, Ida Roy and Joe 
Cornier will come together for a celebra-
tion of the best of Franco-American and 
Acadian "",sic March 19. at 8 pm. at 
Biddeford City Theater. Biddeford and 
March 21. at 8 pm, at lewiston Junior 
High School. lewiston. Tile $12 & $10. 
Call 782-7228 for additional details. 
·A Uttl. ,,"tlval of the Un.xpectad· 
Portland Stage Company presents a con-
stellation of provocative and humorous 
short performances and works-in-
progress. March 18-22-opening atS pm 
- at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 
25A Forest Ave, Portland. It's all free! For 
res8lV8tions and schedules. call77 4-0465. 
·Th. Magic I8I.nd· 
The Children's Theatre of Maine presents 
astoryaboutayounggi~'sencounterwith 
a goblin and their ensuing friendship. 
Through March 22 - Sat. 10:30 am & 1 
pm; Soo, 1 & 3 pm - at King Middle 
School. 92 Deering Ave, Portland, Til<: $41 
kids, $5Iadutts.Reservations 874-0071. 
·Melod, Hour Munl.re· 
at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre, 
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore 
St, Portland. Shows every Saturday at 8. 
For info and reservations caIlS93-3063 or 
1-8QO.834-3063 . 
Myatle P .... r Be .. te 
The group will perform "Dream of the 
Zodiac," which blends music. mime and 
dance with fantastic masks. Appropriate 
for al ages. March 13 at 7:30 pm at the 
longfellow School. Brunswick. Admission: 
$10 families. $3 adults. For further info cal 
725-7061 . 
"The Subetane. of FI ... • 
Portland Stage Co""",ny presents a new 
play in which the future of a family publish-
ing company pits a father against his adutt 
children. Through March 29 - Tues-Sat. 
7:30 pm; Fri, 8 pm; Sat, 5 & 9 pm; Sun, 2 
pm - at Portland Stage Company, 25A 
Forest Ave. Portland. Tix: $12-$26.50. For 
reservations call 774-0465. 
·Th. Subetane. of FI ... • Ben.flt 
Portland Stage Company wil put on a 
special production as a benefit for 
Ingraham Volunteers. March 15 at 7:30 
pm, at Portland Perforrring Arts Center, 
25A Forest Ave, Portland. A reception by 
Snow Squall Restaurant begins at S:3O 
pm. $25 covers admission and reception. 
Call 874-1055 for more info. 
Wrttlng to LIv.; B ... ethlng to SIng 
A program by Edie Doughty - songwriter. 
teacher, pertormer - and Suzanne 
Laberge - poet. expressive therapist, 
hairdresser. They wiN present a collection 
of their own songs and poems highlighting 
love. family and time March 22, at4 pm, at 
The 88 String Guitar. 100 Front St, Bath. 
Tlx: $7. For more info call 443-9603. 
AUDITIONS 
Audltlon-M •• tlng for Sho •• trlng 
Theat.r'. "Antigone" 
scheduled for March 17 at 7 pm. 155 
Brackett St, Portland. For further info call 
774-1502. 
Continutd on page 18 
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01991 BlfiI(ENSTQCk 
When you're just hanging 
out, slip into Birkenstock~ 
The pure comfort supports 
and cradles your feet. 
And when you feel 





Your Birkenstock Store 
337 Forest Ave • Ponland, ME 04101 • 207-773-6601 
A fun filled bike tour offering cyclists the choice of 10, 25, 
50, or 100 mile routes, The tour begins and ends at the 
Shawmut Inn in beautiful Kennebunkport. For more 
information call 1-800-870-8000 
WPXT-TV 
,. 0 • , l ... H 0 







At the Portland Regency 





Bangor • Hanover • Portland 
The Portland Campus 
is offering Theological Study for Laity and Clergy 
Two-Credit Courses 
17 
Feminist/Womanist Theologies - Eleanor H. Haney 
Monday. 6:((}'9:oo PM (Mar.23.30: Apr.6.20.27: May 4.11) 
Wisdom of the East: A History of Asian Religions 
Tuesday • 6:((}'9:oo PM - Dana Sawyer 
(Mar.24.31: Apr.7.21.28: Moy 5.12) 
Conflict Management: Its Foundations, Spirituality, 
and Skills - Paul B. Charbonneou 
Saturday • 9:00 AM-12:oo noon 
(Mar.28; Apr.4.11.25; May 2.9.16) 
(Minimum enrollment· 5 • Credit - $376 • Audit - $100) 
For Information and reglslraHon forms call 
n4-5212 ext. 117 
CASUAL DINING 




WINE TASTING DINNERS 
and LUNCHEONS 
Please call for spring 
schedule oj events. 
The 
osprey 
Thurs, 10 Sat, 
5,30-9:00 
10 minutes from Bath at Robinhood 
Marine Center. Just off Rle 127 So., 
Robinhood, Maine 04530 
(207) 371-2530 
Reseruatioru Appreciated 
[Glffil 1&00 IDl IPllffill ~IE: ~ 
~ ~IE:Ik1fll~~ 1fll~~IE:f~~ 
& A ROUND TRIP IkllIMtfOJ 1RlllIDl~ 
TO rIDfOJ~rrfOJoo [Gl!lffiIDJ~R{f~ 
~~~~ll7!J'ponsored by: .... 
@lffillt~ '6ACA~~SLACK. 
S3.00 Registration for entire tournament 
All proceeds go to USM station WMPG 
18 Gtsa> Btty ~kly 
.... 
Tired of Credit C ....... nles Calling You? 
Interested In ;. Fresh Start? 
STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESC. 
Attorney at Law 
50 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND MAINE 
with our great garlic bread! 
It's just a beginning to a 
long list of Creative 
Chef's Specials that 
rival the finest anywhere -
from Italian to seafood and 
steaks, and lobster always! 
THE ROMA 
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining 
769 Congress Street. Intown Penland 773-9873 
Est. 1924 lin the historic Rines Mansion) 





The most exdling 
plaY. by a young 
wnter this season.' 
The NtM yat Tmss 
ANEW PlAY BY 
JON ROBIN BAnZ 


















Back by Popular Demand!! 
FREE OYSTERS! 







Our Full Menu served from llam to Midnight 
Best Steamers in Town 
. Mixing Good People, 
Good Friends and Good Drinks for 13 years. 
5 Portland Pier 
772·4828 
< ............ _ .... <---
TIRED OF THE 
SAME OL' SAME OL'~ 
Then say 'So Long' to the winter blahs. Grab a friend 
an? ~elebrate the coming of spring by trying one of the 
deliCIOUs new specialties on our improved dinner menu. 
And we pro?1ise potted ham isn' t one of them! Lunch is 
served datly from II and dinner service begins at 5. 
vfi~~f{) -•.•• 
15 Exchange Street Portland, Maine 04 I 01 (207)871-9258 
THE CHIEFTAINS 
Saturday, March 14,8:00 pm 
Portland City Hall Auditorium 
-;-,-----, 
~ 
Sponsored by Fl •• , "nit 
Celebrate 51. Patrick's Day 
with The Chieftains. 
You've seen them on Ihe 
"Tonight" Show and 
"Saturday Night LIve." 
Now see them Jive on City 
Hall Auditorium stage! 
Tickets: $10, $14, $18, $22 
Student and group 
rate. available 
~ Portland Concert Association 
• 262 Cumberland Ave· Portland ME 041 01 I PCA III (207) 772-8630 or (800) 639-270, (ME & NU)· 
• ~tlrLqo..-~ 
• • e. • 
GERALDINE 
ANTIQUEWOLF 
& ESTATE JEWELRY 
Lovely antiques, beautiful vintage jewelry, and a variety 
of sterling silver items. Browsers welcome. 
Tuesday - Friday: 11 a.m. - 5 p .m.; Saturday: 10:30 a.m. - 5 p .m. 
26 Milk Street, in Portland's Old Port (207) 774-8994 
Entertainment 
STAGE 
Pe"ormer. for Sunvner In the Parte. 
The City of Portland's recreation dil/ision 
is looking for original rrusica/ artists to 
apply to this program by submitting demo 
tapesorinloby March21 to:TedMusgra"" 
PorUand Recreation, Portland City Hall: 
389 Congress St, Portland. Cal 874-8793 
for details. ~ 
A Little Festival 
of the Unexpected 
Portland Stage Company's 
annual celebration of new work 
in American theatre runs from 
Wednesday, March 18 through 
Sunday, March 22. All perfor-
mances are free and open to the 
public (except The Substance 
of Fire, PSC's mainstage 
p~uction, described in Stage 
Llstmgs). Reservations are 
encouraged as seating is limited; 
call the box office at 774'{)465. 
Performances are 20·80 minutes 
long, and discussions with the 
artists will follow some. All 
festival offerings will take place 
in PSC's Third Floor Rehearsal 
Hall, 25A Forest Ave.: 
Christina Alberta's 
Father, a new musical theatre 
work with book, music and 
lyrics by Polly Pen, adapted 
from an H.G. Wells novel. The 
work uses music to tell the story 
of Mr. Preemby, an unassuming 
laundryman who comes to 
believe he is the reincarnation of 
Sargon, an ancient Sumerian 
king. 
Untitled (Undbergh), a 
new play by John Reaves and 
directed by Cheryl Favor of the 
Gertrude Stein Repertory 
Theater, this work in progress is 
a surprising exploration of Anne 
Morrow and Charles 
Lindbergh's story. 
Airtime, the premiere of two 
short plays by the OtrabaItda 
Company, creators of last year's 
festival hit "Mix": 
Call-In by Roger Babb, 
artistic director of Otrabanda 
Company, creates a mysterious 
late-night radio call·in program 
in Portland, Maine. 
Uve Witness, by noted 
playwright Jim Neu, takes place 
on the set of a television show 
whose co-hosts, lacking a guest, 
interview each other with 
strange results. 
Both plays will be perfomled 
by Mr. Babb And Mr. Neu . 
WeclnHd.y, March 18 
6 p.m.: Christina Alberta 's Father 
6:45 p.rn. : Public reception to welcome 
the artists 
7:30 p.m.: The Substance 01 Fire 
Thuract.y, March 10 
6p.rn. : Airtime: Call-in and Uve Witness 
7:30 p.rn. : The Substance 01 Fire 
9:45 p.rn.: Untitled (Lindbergh) 
Frld.y, March 20 
6:15 p.m.: Untitled (Lindbergh) 
8 p.m.: The Substance of Fire 
10:15 p.m.: Airtime: Call-in and Live Wrtness 
8aturday, M.rch 21 
2 p.m.: Christina Alberta's Father 
2:45 p.m.: Airtime: CaN-in and Live Wit-
ness (post-performance discussion) 
5 p.m.: The Substance of Fire 
7:15 p.rn.: Untilled (Lindbergh) (post-
performance discussion) 
9 p.m.: The Substance of Fire 
Sunday, M.rch 22 
1 p.m.: Christina Alberta's Father 
2 p.m. The Substance 01 Fire 
4:15 p.m.: Airtime: Call-in and Live Witnlm 
5:15 p.rn. UntiHed (Lindbergh) 
... 
Bnlce Pineau and Dennis Scott try to communlc.te In "Audience." 
Havel speaks the truth - as 
through a beer stein, drunkenly 
Vintage Rep began its run of "Audience" on March 4, and I must tell 
you, in all candor, maintaining the strictest journalistic detachment, 
adhering to the most refined, sober and mature traditions of dramatic 
criticism, that you'd best get off your butts and go see this thing. 
U Audience" is a semi-autobiographical sketch of Havel's experience 
as a "banned person" in his own country. (For those of you who have 
been in a sitcom coma for the past decade, Havel is currently president 
of Czechoslovakia.) The story is essentially a Cpmmunist-block comedy 
of manners. 
Vanek, a playwright and political hot potato, has been banished to 
work in a brewery. The brewmaster calls Vanek into his office one day 
to give him some news that is either very good or very bad - it's hard 
to tell exactly which, since the brewmaster is drunk beyond mortal ken. 
To make matters worse, Vanek and the brewmaster speak different 
languages - Snotworthy Intellectual and Blue-Collar Regular Guy, 
respectively_ Snotworthy and Regular Guy use many of the same 
words, but seldom in the same context. Therefore the conversation 
between Vanek and the brewmaster is a Rubie's Cube of misunder· 
sta e 
"Audience" by V.clay Hayel, 
directed by Jane Bergeron, 
with Vintage Repertory Co. 
at cafe no, 20 Danforth St. 
Showing through March 18. 
standings and false impressions. 
It's verbal class warfare: relentless, 
inexorable, unending. 
"Audience" is a fine play, great 
material. Vintage Rep should be 
cajoled or coerced into extending 
this run. 
Vintage Rep did a very good job 
of making this play work, espe-
cially Bergeron. There was never a 
moment when I thought, "Oh, the 
director wants to speak to us here." The cast was right on th", mark; 
Dennis Scott played Vanek with just the right mixture of nervous 
insincerity and acid indigestion. Bruce Pineau's portrayal of the 
drunken brewmaster is nothing short of luminous; one would think 
that Pineau had actually been drunk once upon a time - as if such a 
thing could be. 
However, there are two glaring flaws in this play. The first is that 
the management of cafe no has failed once again to chop out the pillar 
that supports the roof - incompetence is rampant, I assure you-
making it impossible for a third of the room to see the entire stage. The 
second is that the beer Pineau swills throughout the play is non-
alcoholic. The production would be ever so much more interesting if he 
were drinking Old Style - bottled brainwipe, a product of British 
Columbia - or, at the very least, Colt 45. 
Really, Bruce. Are we not actors and troupers? 
There is one other thing that I find disappointing about this play, 
something dark and depressing and terrible, not the sort of fact one 
wants to face on a cloudy day: 
U Audience" was written by the president of Czechoslovakia. What 
sort of play do you think the president of the United States is capable of 
writing? What truths do you think he could relate to us in an enlighten-
ing, engaging manner? Let's put it this way: Do you think he could 
write the playbill? How about the wine list? A menu? 
I'll tell you something even more depressing. The only professional 
writer to run for president of the United States in this century is Pat 
Buchanan. 
Think about it. Don't you wish you lived in Czechoslovakia? 
CLUBS 
THURSDAY 3.12 
Lee Konltz (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, 
Portland. 772-8114. 
Suave Ban (alternative rock) The College 
RoomPub,96 Falrroulh St, Portland. 874-
6598. 
D.J. Landry (aqemative rock) Gena's, 13 
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 . 
Johnny Savage & Jenny Va.1 (acoustic) 
The Mountain Lion Coffeehouse, 127 
Middle St, Portland. 
WD. Cutlip 
Romlng Boete (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Moulton St, PorUand. 774-0444. 
Bob Jr. (rock) R"9ul's Roadside Attraction, 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
TBA (laser karaoke) Spring Point Cafe. 175 
Pickell St, S. Portland. 787-4627. 
De.Jay Gr.g Pow.,. (laser karaoke) 
TIpperary Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. 
Portland. 775-6161 . 
Bill Eatam(acoustic)Wolfie's, 193 Middle, 
Portland. 773-3501. 
Open MIc Night wfth Lou Moore (acous-
tic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Bil-
liards, 39 Forest Ave,Ptld.775-1944 . 
Vo La T.ngo (mental electric) Zoots, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
Omtinutd on page 20 





58 FORE STREET. PORTLAND, MAINE 04101 
HOURS: 10-6:30 FRIDAY & SATURDAY, 10-4 SUNDAY 
Come see the finest wood and Fibergalss boats in th Northeast! Come meet the builders. 
Sail, power, canoes, kayaks and skifts will all be displayed. 
Presented by: -
Portland Yacht Services • 207·774-1067 
EXHI BITORS (as of March 3, 1992) 
Able Custom Yachts, Inc. 
Arf!js Pond Boatyard 
Banks, Cove Woodwo rking 
Bittersweet Landing Boatyard 
Bridge's Point Boatyard 
Brownell Boat Stands 
Burt's Canoe 
Carrying Place Boat Co. 
Chase Leavitt Co. 
Concordia Co. -- Beatie cat 
Covey Island Boatworks 
Cranberry Island Boat Works 
Danehurst Boat Journal 




Duffy & Duffy Custom Yachts 
East Coast Yacht Sales 
Edey & Duff Ltd 
Fiberplex Boat Worlls 
Flye Point Marine 
Fortune Inc. 
Friends of Casco Bay 
GM Marine 
Gougeon Brother's Inc. 
Gowen MArine 
H & H Boatworks Inc. 
H & H Propeller Shop Inc. 
Haddenn & Stevens Boatbuilders 
Hansen Marine 
Harbor Sales Co. 
Henri Gignoux Boatwright 
Hill Family Boatbuilding 
Interlux 
Island Woodworlting 
Jarvis Newman Boats 
John Wiiliams Co. Inc. 
John's Bay Boat Co. 
Kennebec Marine 
Landing School for Boatbuilding 
Locus Weather 
Lowell 's Boatshop 
Maine Boats and Harbors 
Maine Coastal News 
Maine Compass Service 
Maine Marine Diesel 
Maine MAritime Museum Apprenticeshop 
Maloney Marine Rigginf Inc. 
Marco Plollnc. 
Marine Design and Construction 
Marine Trader Harware Sales 
Martin Marine/Alden Ocean Shells 
Messinf About in Boats 
Michael Porter, Boatbuilder 
Morris Yachts 
Nathanial S. Wilson, Sailmaker 
Nauset Marine 
New England Fiberglass Co. 
New England Rigging & Knotworks 
Nostalgia Light Works 
Ocean Navigator 
Or~s Island Boat Works 
Padebco Custom Yachts 
Paul Luke 
Pert Lowell Co. Inc. 
Pettit Marine Paint 
Portland Yacht Services 
Portsmouth Boat CO.lnc. 
R & S/SeaAir 
R. S. Pulsifer 
RKL Boatworks 
Redd's Pond Boatworks 
River Valley Boatworlls 
Robert W. Stephens Wooden Boats 
Rocknak's Yacht Sales 
SAI.L. lnc. 
Sabre Yachts 
Sail Systems, Inc. 
Schooners & sales 
Shew and Burnham 
Smithwick &'Clark Insurance Co. 
South Shore Boat 
South Shore Boat Worlls 
Sothern MAine Technical College 
Spartan MarineIRobinhood Marine Center 
Star Boat Co. 
Ste.edman & Gray Inc. 
Sterling Paint-Benton Supply 
T. R. Mayer 
Target Enterprises 
The Joiner Shop/Pointer Boat 
The Maine Sailing School 
U. S. PaintAwigrip 
Washington County Technical College 
Water Power Products 
Whitney Marine 
Wilbur Marine & yacht Brokerage 
William Clements Boat Builder 
Winterproof Boat 
Wooden Boat Publications 
Peter Spectre had this to say about 
the show in 1990 (WB #95): 
"The word on the waterlront was 
that this show was different, and it 
sure was ... The exhibits were real 
boats, and parts for real boats, and 
services for real boat people, and 
the folks in attendance were real 
boat enthusiasts. n 








Are you planning to take one of these 
standardized exams? Then you need 
to call 775-5700 right now! Classes 












20 Oisro Bay ~kly 
Brunch so tasty you'll 
1i"UT·~n. to lick your plate. 
ervi"g Su"days 9·3 
- Tony's Comedbeef fush - Omlenes - Eggs Benedict 
- Fruit FiUed Cre~ - Salmon & Eggs - Cheese Blintzes 
-Lisa's Baked Beans -Creek.soul Food -Almond Crusted Toast 
-Serving Bloodies & Ceasars AND SAI1JItDAYS TOO 
: The Good Table Restaurant : 
• Rt. -... (apl' [lizahl"th -\)\) (,001) \lon· l"hun,: l. for Sl).i)'i • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
It's 
2 For 20 
Time 
At Friday's.~ 
All Buddies, Partners, Sidekicks, 
Comrades, Couples And Cohorts 
Get Two Meals For $20. 
Share an appetizer, like Buffalo 
Wings, choose two entrees or 
specialties, such as Shrimp Friday's 
or Spicy Cajun Chicken Pasta, and 
divvy up a dessert like Mocha Mud 
Pie. All for just $20*, now at 
Friday's. 
*Does not include tax or gratuity. 
Not good with any other offer. 
The American Bistro~ 
Custom House Square Parking Garage 
25 Pearl St., Portland, Maine 775-4236 
Free parking ( up to 2 hrs) 
Entertainment 
Omtimud from page 19 
CLUBS 
FRIDAY 3.13 
Brok.n M.n (rock) The Active Wave, 58 
Ocean Park Road, Saco. 282·7670. 
"'rry Brown (acoustic) Brarmall PtD, 769 
Congress St, Portland, n3·9673. 
Eat End Juz Q .... rt.t (jazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772·8114. 
Armed & Dtlngerou. (hard rock) Geno's, 
13 Brown St, Portland. n2·7891 . 
No ""01 Nelghbo .. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Portland. 774-5246. 
St .... O.rtach & Val.rt. D'Al ... lon 
(acoustic)TheMountainlionCoffeehouse, 
127 Middle St, Portland. 
Roatlng Boa .. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774·0444. 
Uttle Jim"" & the Soul Cat. (blues) 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6866. 
The Upae ..... (R&B) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
J.nny& th.Wood"",n(rock)T·Birds, 126 
N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-6040. 
Gil Donat.11I Trto (Top 40) TIpperaty Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161 , 
Tumbling Dice (rock) The Wrong Brothers' 
Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Port· 
land. 775·1944. 
AIrow & Papa Lov" Mambo (soul Ca-
lypso) Zoots, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 
773-8187. 
SATURDAY 3.14 
Brok.n Men (rock) The Active Wave, 58 
Ocean Park Road, Saco. 282·7670. 
...rry Brown (acoustic) Brsrmall Pub, 769 
Congress St, Portland. 773-9673. 
Eat End Jau Quart.t (jazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772·8114. 
The Diversion.. LIvIngaton & Mighty 
Kong (original pop rock)Geno's, 13 Brown 
St, Portland. n2·7891 . 
No Real N"ghbo .. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Portland . 774·5246. 
Lazy M.rced •• (acoustic) The Mountain 
lion Coffeehouse, 127 Middle St, Pttnd. 
floating ao. .. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774·0444. 
Panic Station (rock) Raoul's Roadside AI-
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773· 
6866. 
Th. Upa.tt ... (R&B) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Jenny& th.Woodmen(rock)T·Birds, 126 
N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
011 Donat.IlIBand (Top 40) TIpperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161 . 
Charll. J.nnlaon 0=) Verrillo's Conven-
tion Center, Tumpike Ex~ 8, Riverside St, 
Portland. 846-9741 . 
Tumbling Dlc. (rock) The Wrong Brothers' 
Pub at Port Biliards, 39 Forest Ave, Port· 
land. 775·1944. 
SUNDAY 3.15 
Open Jam a. .. lon Oazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
The Navlgato .. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774·0444. 
Edgar Wlnt.r (rock) Raoul's Roadside At-
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6866. 
TUESDAY 3.17 
NV(origlnal hard rock) Gena's, 13 Brown St, 
Portland. n2· 7891 . 
Open Mlc (acoustic) The Mountain lion 
Coffeehouse, 127 Middle St, Portland. 
Lagend (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. n4-0444. 
OtMr & the Ito ..... (R&B) Raoul's Road. 
side A1trsctlon, 885 Forest Ave, Portland. 
773·6866. 
Open Mc Night wfth Pet.r OIe.on 
(b.y,o. jam) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 767-4827. 
Th. a._ (rock) T·Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773·8040. 
SoI.tJce (acoustic) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf 
St, Portland. n3..()()93. 
SATURDAY 3.14 
Th. Chl.ftaln. 
(Irish) 8 pm, Portland City Ha~ Auditorium, 
30 Myrtle St, Portland. Tix: $1 G-S22. 772· 
8630. 
Doug ...... & Dtlb &.w)/er 
(folk) 8 pm, luther Bonney AuditOrium, 
USM Portland. Tix: $6 in advance, $8 at 
the door, clildren half price. 773-9549. 
Main. Baroqu. En .. mble 
(baroque) 8 pm, W~liston West Church, 32 
Thomas St, Portland. Works by Bozza, 
Handel, Bach, including the "Wadding 
Cantata.· Donations. 839-5922. 
The Maine Sta .. Mualc Th.at.r 
3I14/92&3I15192(Gerswhinworks)Sat,8 
pm; Sun, 2 pm at Portland High School 
AuditOrium, 264 Cumberland Ave, Port-
WEDNESDAY 3.18 . land. TIx: $15. 725-8769. 
~n"ge Repertory Comp.n~. "Audl. SUNDAY 3.15 
... c." (Vaclav Havel play) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772·8114. 
M'cha.' Danahy & FrI.nd. (acoustic) 
Gena's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Bach .. o ... • Night (topless) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Portland. 774-5246. 
TBA The Mountain lion Coffeehouse, 127 
Mid<le St, Portland. 
"'gend (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. n4-0444. 
Jenny & the Wood"",n (rock) RaOUl's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 ForestAve, Port-
land. 773-6886. 
The Therrtalt Broa. (rock) Spring Point 
Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-
4627. 
Lou Moore & J ... "" .... t.r (acoustic) 
Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773· 
0093. 
Open Mlc Night with The Cool Whip. 
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at 
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Aile, P"rtland. 
775· 1944. 
DANCING 
Ootta Danc •• lnc., Tho"1'son's Point, Sec-
ond Floor Bldg lA, Portland. Smok&- and 
chern-free dances with swing, latin & 
ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm & 
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558. 
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open 
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. 
Cover: $2, Thursday's are college altema· 
tive night. No cover with college 10, $1 
w~hout. 87H)663. 
Sal ..... , 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly 
untif 1 am. No cover. 774-4200 . 
T.Blrd·., 128 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: 
footbal afternoon, comedy night; Mon, 
chern-tree; Wed, local bands; Thurs, c0l-
lege night; Fri & Sat, bands andlordeejay, 
all contemporaty dance rrusic. 773-6040. 
Wh_hou .. Dance Club, 29 Forest Aile, 
Portland. Progressive rrusic. Fri, Groove 
Academy with deejay duo Spence & AI ; 
Sat, women's night from 9-1 w~h deejay 
Dab. 674-9770. 
Zootz, 31 ForestAve, Portland. Wed: chem-
free; Thu: visual vibe; Fri: deejayllive mu-
sic; Sat: cutting edge dance; Sun: request 
night. 773-8187. 
Th. Bangor Symphony Orch •• tra 
(classica~ 3 pm, University of Maine, Maine 
Center lor the Arts, Orono. Beethoven's 
"Egmonf' Overture, Boccharini's Cello 
Concerto in B- flat; Bloch's Schelomo (H &-
braic Rhapsody), theme from "2001: A 
Space Odyssey" by Strauss. Tix: $25-
$16, discounts for seniors & sludents. 
942·5555. 
Cathedrat Chamber Singe .. 
(choir) 4 pm, SI. luke's Cathedral, 143 
State St, Portland. Tile: $8Iadu~s, $5Ise-
niors & students. 772·5434. 
U8M Con cart Band and Wind En •• mbl. 
(potpourri) 3 pm, Corthell Hall, USM 
Gorham Tix: $5. 78G-5555. 
TUESDAY 3.17 
Ray Comlla, Allaon Hal., Bruc. fithian 
(baroque) noon & 7:30, 30 Myrtle St, Port· 
land. Bach tribute: "Great" Prelude, Fugue 
in G, Fantasie, Fugue in G minor, Sonata in 
G rrinor of Flule and Harpsichord, tenor 




3I2<Y92 (sax) 8 pm, Corthell Concert Hall, 
USM Gorham. Tile $8, $4 . 78G-5555. 
Th. Atlantic Clarion Sta.1 Band 
3121/92 (steel drums) 8 pm, The Choco-
late Church, Center fortheArts, 604 Wash-
ington St, Bath. The $10. 442·8455. 
Ubana 
3121192 (multicultural music) 7:30 pm, 
Jewett Auditorium, UM/Augusta. Toe: $30 
for a farrily of 4, $10 adults, $6 chidren. 
621-3209. 
Portland Symphony ChemberOrchHtra 
3122192 (chamber) 2 & 6 pm, Eastland 
Ballroom of the Sonesta Hotel, 157 High 
St, Portland. Mozart's Don Giovami , s&-
leclions from Mozart's Serenade No. 10. 
TIx: $20.773·8191 . 
ART 
OPENING 
Art Gall.ry at the Pho.nlll 
630 Forest Ave, Portland . Opening recep-
tion March 14 from 6-8 pm for a show 01 
mixed media works featuring Chris 
Newcomb, Giovina Ferrante, Tom Behon, 
Ashley lenartson, Jen Perron,lou Mastro, 
lee Ring & Ed Parker. On view March 12-
April 5. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat, 10am-5 
pm. 774·4154. 
Th. Baxt.r Gall.ry 
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress St, 
Portland. Opening reception March 21 
from 5-7 pm for "As Seen By Both Sides: 
Th. Bla"nt Plaglarfat (acoustic) Wharf's 
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. n3..()()93 . 
... rry Brown (acoustic) The Wrong Broth· 
ers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
The ...... on •• & BI.nd ...... ad (rock) 
Zoots, 31 ForestAve, Portland. 773-8187. 
MONDAY 3.18 
The Navlgato .. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton S~ Portland. 774·0444. 
So.M •• BI .... Socl.ty (blues) RaoUl's 




The Vielnam Experience in the Work of 
American and Vietnamese Artists ," an 
exhibij by artists from both countries and 
the first Vietnamese art in the United States 
since the Vietnam War. Showing through 
May 3. Gallery holXS: Tues·Sun, 11 am-4 
pm; Thurs, 11 am-9 pm. n5·3052. 
Nanc), Margall. Gall.ry 
367 Fore St, Portland. Opening receplion 
March 12 from 5:3G-8:30 pm for "Func-
tional Pottery: Two Generations· an ex-
hibit that juxtaposes two generations of 
studio pollers dedicated to the functional 
form as a means of artistic expression , 
and celebrates those potty people who 
create beautiful objects that enrich the 
lives of others. The show includes works 
by linda Arbuckle, Bruce Cochrane, Claire 
Weissberg, Bob & Chetyl Husby, Mary 
Jeanne luckey, Greg Faderighi, Michael 
Simon, Walter Ostrom & Tom Flavin, 
among many others. Through April 12. 
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 1 G-5:30, Sat 1 G-6. 
775-3822. 
ac.recrow Aaaembly(avant-1jardeacous-
tic) The West Side, 58 Pine St, Portland. 
773-8223. 
Open MIc Nlghtwlth Ken Ortnwle)'(b.y.o. 




(cello· percussion-piano) 8 pm, Bates Co~ 
lege, Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, 
















89 Taurus 4 dr, mint 
88 Lemons, 2dr 
87 Charger, 2dr 
87 Celebrl1y Wagon 
87 Rero 
87 Trooper, a/c, 64k 
86 Celebrl1y, 4dr, auto 
86 LTD, 4dr 
86 Escort, 4dr, auto 
85 Subaru, 4dr, 4wd 
85 T-blrd, loaded, va 













390 MIDDLE RD 
FALMOUTH 
HARBOR HOMEBREW 
& WINE SUPPLY 
CLASSES: 
March 19: Beginner 
March 25: Extract 
March 26: Beginner 
April 8: Grain 
OPEN SUNDAYS 
;U 
Finest Grains, Hops, Yeast and Accessories. 
Draught Systems, Hard to find items, 
Wide variety of liquid yeasts to be available. 
879-MALT (879-6258) • 
-------------------------------------
47B INDIA STREET· PORTLAND 
Dr. M. Scott Peck 
is coming to Maine! 
If you've read or heard abollt the inspiring work of this 
extraordinary man, you'll want 
to be part of his visit to Maine, 
• author of The Road Ln, Traveled, 
which has sold over 4 miUion cop' 
ies and has been translated into 20 
languages 
- renowned speaker with many ideas 
to help make this world a better 
place, 
Call or wri~ today for 1M brochu" de-
scribi"g Peck's th .. ", /ecturtS on Marr:h 20 i" Portla"d: 
Departmmt of Commu"ity ProgramJ,_ U"iversity ofSoutlxm Maim 
68 High Street, Portland, Mai"e 04101 
874-6500 0 University of Southern Maine 





EVERYDAY WE OFFER SIX DIFFERENT SAUCES TO TRY WITH 
OUR DElICIOUS HOMEMADE PASTAS, 
~ 
TRY ONE FOR LUNCH & TAKE 
A DIFFERENT ONE HOME! 
58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146 
Open everyday: Mon. - Sat. 11-6:30 
21 
-Q 
·Vermont Marcarpone . -:':':. 00 lIFH~: 
in is O~ tubs ' C) ui~ 
oFresh Camembert oXougette .Pepperjack -I' ~ ~ 
St. Andre oFresh Coat Cheese I~I 
oFull stock of Wines. __ ,~! 
Always a Wine . J'":",ooP ~ - '\ P~TE ~' Sale BinI . ~o"""V • 
. I . 
= 
~
. . .veggie ogoose -
osalmon oduck I : .1- . d  .. /Jcbn ._'ry I 'jDOltaD ; ~
~m·' iV-••.. : ··"e .... '·· t··· "~{i:'" ":':heese 
':, ~ : : : . '," .' :: ::: ,".. ... . '." 
' ~ :: •••• • • '. N;. . ::;.. ••.•• .::; ..... ,.:. : ." :;;.,. ~":" : •• : :;..:_ 
Delicious Homemade Soups Daily Winter Hours: I 
Tel: 772·4647. Fax 772.5294 Mon-Sat: 9:30·5:30 
168 Middle St. in Portland's Old Port Friday: Open 'til 6 I 
~-------------------~ 
THREE"'DOLLAR DEWEY'S 
BEER SPECIALS ALL DAY! 
TRADITIONAL IRISH FARE! 
OLD PORT • PORTLAND, MAINE 
446 Fore Street,- Portland 207-772-3310 







































































2 - Spm . 
FOODWORKS 
an exhibition of the works of art of 20 artists 




























ART GALLERY • FINE GIFTS 
You make the proposal ... 
I'll make the rings. 




To The Brick House, 
15 Oak Street, 
Boothbay Harbor 
- across the street from 
the Memorial Library. 
gleason 
FIN E ART 
Vintage and Contemporary Art; 
Specializing in the Estates of Maine Artists. 
15 Oak St, Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538 
(207) 633-6849 or 633-2336 
Gallery Hours: Tues-Sun 10-5 
Estate appraisals. Open Year-Round 
Entertainment 
Ctmtimud from ptlge 20 
ART 
2.F,... 
Portland. Opening reception March 13 
from 4-8 pm lor "lOX 10". an exhibition 01 
100 works by artists Robert Shetterly. 
Ma~orie Moore. Brita Holmquist. Lindsay 
Hancock. Nikki Schumann. Meg Brown 
Payson. Bi. CUrtsinger. Chris Ayres. Kate 
Mahoney and Michael D. Ayus. Showing 
through March 14. Gallery hours: Fri. 4-8 
pm; Sat. 10 am-8 pm. 657-3485. 
3 VI_ Gallery 
112 High st. Portland. Opening reception 
March 13 from ~9 pm lor "Little Big 
Things." an exhibit by Philip Frey and 
ChristineMoufin-Dargis. On view through 
March 15. Gallery hours: Fri-Sun. 9 am-5 
pm; and by appointment: 781-4291 . 
AROUND TOWN 
Co".-- Squ ... G.II.ry 
42 Exchange St. Portland. Selection of 
works by gallery artists - ilcluding PhiWp 
Barter. Margaret Gerding. Ellen Guteklllst. 
Brita Holmquist. Michael Lewis & Chris 
VanDusen-on view through March. Gal-
lery hours: Mon-Sa~ 10:30-5. 774-3369. 
D.nforth Gallery 
34 Danforth St. Portland. "Love Show: 
Images oltheHeart." a photography show 
0120 Nortlleastern artistsClnted byBetsy 
Evans. stuart Nudelman Steve Biss and 
Steven Halpert. Through March 14. Gal-
lery hours: Thurs-Sat. 11-5. 848-4721. 
o..n Velentpa Gall.ry 
60 Haffl)Shire st. Portland. "Three Art-
ists." an exhibition olab8tractworks. nixed 
~a and assemblages by Lucy White. 
Michael D. Ryus and Brian Rutenberg. 
Showing through March 29. Galeryhours: 
Thurs. noon-8; Fri & Sat. nooo-5; Sun. 
n00n-4; and by appointment: 772-2042. 
F ...... Gully Gallery 
411 Congress st. Portland. A group exhi-
bition featuring the works of all gaUery 
artists. including oils. watercolor. pastels. 
and sculpture In a wide range olslyles and 
subjects by Dalav Ipcar. DeW~t Hardy. 
Eric Green. Laurenze Sisson. Allred 
Chadbourne. Martha Groome. Sharon 
Yates. Cabot Lyford and John Laurent. 
Gallery hours: Man-Fri. 12-6 pm. or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
PorUand Public Library 
5 Monument Square. Portland "Discover-
ies": the paintings. prints. handmade pa-
pers and fabric designs of 20 comm.tn~y 
artists. On view through March 30. Galery 
hours: Mon. Wed & Fri. 9 -6; Tues & Thurs. 
noon-9; Sat 9 -5. 871-1710. 
"L8onanl BII .... n·. Angela to the J_ 
A haunting group 01 spectacularly col-
ored. larger-than-lile angels are featured 
In both eculpture and il prints. The angels 
Incorporate a ful range 01 themes corn-
mon to Baskln's w6rlc: religion. mythologi-
cal syrrboIlsm. andthegraceand mystery 
of the hlKnan spirit. Through March 29. 
RaffI .. cafe Bookstore 
555 Congress St. Portland. Recent photo-
graphs by Janie Salomon through April 1. 
. 761-3930. 
The St.ln a.l1.ry 
_ 20Mik St. Portland. Crystal constructions 
by Jon Wolfe through March 31 . Gallery 
Hour1: Mon-Fri. 11 am-6 pm; Sat 12-5 
pm. Sun 11-4. 772-9072. 
3 VIewa Gallery 
112HighSt, Portland. "ReiationshipShow" 
- abstract and realist works of art that 
delve into relationships between people. 
their environment and theirsubliminal side 
-with works by Brackett. Bakrrsn. Cayer. 
Comyns. Faust. FrohliCh. Gallant . 
Newcorrb. O·Donnell. Strauss. Vaughan. 
vita-Taylor & Waterman. Hours: Fri & Sat. 
9-5; Sun 12-5. 772-1961. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bowdoin College Mua.um of Art 
Walker Art Building. Bowdoin College. 
Brunwick. The museum is open to the 
public free 01 charge. Hours: Tues-Sat. 10 
am-5 pm; Sun. 2-5 pm. For further infor-
mation. caN 725-3275. 
"Ja,"" Ch.rI •• Ro, 
An ex hiblt 01 photographs Irom the Celtic-
Christian Irish islands ollnishmurray and 
lnishkea North and Scottish lona. In the 
Hawthorn&-Longfellow Library. Showing 
through the end 01 May. 725-3253. 
"Ann. Minich 
First solo exhibition showing mixed media 
constructions which explore feelings of 
longing within an ecclesiastical framework. 
Showing through April 5. 
Gorllam Art Gallery 
University of Southern Maine. Gorham. 
Sculptures by Donna Byers and EDen 
Driscofl through March 26. Gallery hours: 
Sun-Thurs. ooon-4 pm. 780-5409. 
OTHER 
'The ArtI.t on the Margin: Th. Experl-
.nc. crt a Franco-Amerlc.n Write ... 
by Denis Ledoux in Liberal Arts Lecture 
series sponsored by Portland School of 
Art on the connection between art and 
commerce. March 19 at 7:30 pm. Baxter 
Auditorium. 619 Congress St. Portland. 
For further info call 775-5152. Pin. T .... Shop & BIIyv1_ Gall.ry 
75 Market St. PorUand. Gallery group ex-
hibit leeturing new work by Neal Parent. 
Carol Sebold. RobertSteble!on. Helen st. 
Clair. Matthew Smith. David Clough, Tina 
Ingraham, Sean Morrissey. Bear Blake & 
Mary Brosnan. Through March. Galery 
hours: Mon-Sat. 10-6. 773-3007. 
cen for Entrie. for Work. of Art Influ-
enced by the Book 
Planeta 
27 Forest Ave .• Portland. 3 VI8WS Galery 
is curating a series of shows appearing at 
Planets and Alberta·s restaurants. Featur-
Ing local artists. the shows range from the 
polne to the outrageous and highlight the 
WMI 01 local talent. Both exhibits run 
through April 4. Alberta·s is located at 21 
Pleasant st. Hours: Sun-Sat. 5-10 pm . 
774-0016. 
Portland M .... um of Art 
Seven Congress Square. Portland. Hours: 
Tues. Wed. Fri & Sat. 10 am-5 pm; Thurs 
10 am-9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Adnission: 
aduHs $3.50. senior citizens and students 
w~h ID$2.50. children under 18 $1 . group 
rate $3. Museum adnission is free lOam-
noon Saturday. 773-2787. 
"Contemponry VIator. 
Nine artists from the rruseum's American 
collection Interpret landscape wHh styles 
ranging from realism to abstraction. Fea-
tured artists from Maine and around the 
nation include Reuben Tam. Lisa Allen. 
WRliam Keinbusch and Alison Hildreth. 
Showing through May 24. 
"SpIrIta: "lectlo.,. from the con.c:tlon 
of G.offr., Hold.r and Carmen 
cleLavallade 
Angels and demons. Cmst figures and 
voodoo legends exist side by side in a 
celebration 01 cont8f1'1lOT3ry lolk art from 
Africa. the Caribbean and North America. 
More than 150sculptures.paintings. carv-
ings and masks illuminate the potent va-
lidity 01 non-Western arts and rituals. 
Through April 19. 
including experimental structures USing a 
wide range of materials. ideas that are 
new or translormational and use some 
part of book history or structure as a 
vehicle 01 departure. The exhibit is sched-
uled to begin May 7 at Danforth Ganery. 34 
Danforth St. Portland. Call Jeffrey Haste 
at 674-0028 for details. 
Intro to Painting 
3 Views Is offering an adult intro to paint-
ing Monday nights from 7-9:30 pm start-
ing In March. Cost is $40 per month or 
$12.50 per class. Ongoing children's 
classes: painting/drawing T ues from 3:30-
5 pm; 3-D design Wed from 3:30-5. same 
cost as above. Cal Judy at 781 -4291 for 
more Info. For details call 775-3052. 
Studio Art CIa_ 
lor ages 2 and up. Private watercolor les-
sons lor adults and children are also avail-
able. An art-care nursery school will open; 
studio birthday parties can also be ar-
ranged - all at Fresh Paint. 1 Blue Heron 
Drive. Brunswick. Info caN 725-4983. 
3 VI_ Gall.ry 
is looking lor works that generate their 
own internal energies. to inHiatea series of 
on&-to-two person shows. ExhibHs will 
hang four to six weeks. All media encour-
aged. Send slides. photos or bring actual 
pieces berore March 15 and SASE in-
cluded. to the gallery located at 112 High 
St. Portland. ME 04101. For further inlo 
call 772-1961. The gallery is also seeking 
works lor an environmental art exhibit on 
the theme 01 air quality. Interested artists 
should send a SASE to the exhibition's 
coordinator - Roy Rike. Box 489. 
Brunswick. ME 04011 . 
USM'a VI.ltlng ArtIR Lecture Serl .. 
pmsentsClarissaSligh.wh0 8r1l>loyslam-
ily snapshots. memories and handwritten 
notallons to inquire into issues 01 identity. 
self. family and friends. March 12 at 4 pm. 
Hastings Formal Lounge. USM Gorham. 
Cal 780-5460 for more info. 
SENSE 
'Ah1ca= F .... lit lalit?" 
Dr. Robert I. Rotberg. president of 
Lalayel1e College. win discuss the current 
opportunHies the United states has to 
create a new policy toward post-cold war 
Africa. March 16. Irom 7:30-9:30 pm at 
Parish Hall. st. Luke'sCathedral. 143 State 
St. Portland. Adnission: $5 general pub-
lic. $1 students. free lor USM faculty. 
merrbers 01 the World Affairs Council and 
parishioners. Call 780-4551 for details. 
'An A .... t.ur Vle_ the CIvil W .... 
Lecture by Dr. David C. Smith lor the 
Chamberlain Ci'JiIWarRoundTable. Snith 
wil focus on the memoirs of Maine's EI~s 
Spear. veteran 01 this contest and no 
friend 01 belligerence. March 12 at 7 pm in 
the Vocational Region 10 school. Church 
Road. Brunswick. CaR 729-5954 lor fur-
ther inlo. 
·Ch.nglng Land., Changing Cultu .... • 
is the fourth and last discussion led by 
writer and historian Jeffrey Aronson on the 
earliest encounters between NativeAmeri-
cans and Europeans in New England. 
March 24 at noon in Portland Public 
Library's Rines Meeting Room. 5 Monu-
ment Square. Portland. Call 871-1710 lor 
further details. 
Mlcha.1 Chitwood 
Portland police chief is the guest speaker 
of the Retired SeniorVolunteer Program 01 
Southem Maine. March 14 at 75 State St. 
Portland. The public is invited. Coffee. 
iuice and muffins will be served. Cost: 
$3.50. Reservations are mandatory. For 
more info call 775-6503. 
'Educatlon: Who .. Busln ... I. It? 
A panel discussion on education and the 
needs of the business community. Panel-
ists are Anne Szostak. president 01 Fleet 
Bank; Kevin O·Conneil. marketing vice-
president of UNUM; Wayne McGarvey. 
president of Maine Bank & Trust; Hugh 
Farrington. president of Hannaford Broth-
ers; and Richard Pattenaude. president 01 
USM . March 18 from 4 :30-6 pm. at in 
Luther Bonney Auditorium. USM Portland. 
Free. Call 780-4330 lor more info. 
Film & Dlsc •• lon Serie. 
combines the very American art lorms of 
short story and film. Discussion leader 
Charlotte Renner will explore John 
Updike's"The Music School" March 12 at 
7 pm. at Thoma s Memorial Library. 6 Scott 
Dyer Road. Capa Elizabeth. Ca1l799-172O 
for details. 
foiled Again 
Portland's tin foil man extraordinaire. Rot>-
ert Wilson. makes delightful and Inlticate 
creations out of ordinary aluminum foil. 
Kids of all ages are invited to stop by on 
March 14. from noon-2 pm. at Kids' Stuff. 
220 Mall Plaza. S. Portland. where Wison 
will be givilg away free samples 01 his 
work. Chalenge him with a request! CaD 
772-7333 for more info. 
Ganl.nlng Symposium 
The Village I"",rovement Association of 
Brunswick will present three expert gar-
deners appealing as much to the neo-
phyte as the veteran. during its second 
annual sy~ium on gardening in Maine 
scheduled for March 14. lrom 9 am-2 pm. 
in the main lounge of Moulton Union. 
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Cost: $25. 
For more info call 729-6201 . 
Innovation. In Economic Development 
Dr James Wooster is the guest lecturer of 
this series Introduced by USM's Depart-
ment of Economics. His presentation is 
called "Bringing Sanity to Economic D&-
veIopment and Fiscal Policy: The Case of 
Massachusetts." March 13 at 11 :30 am in 
113 Masterton Hall. USM Portland. Free. 
CaD 780-4416 for further Inlo. 
·lal.mIe Langua_ and Uterature' 
Lecture by Professor Wollhart Heinrichs 
of Harvard University. March 12 from8:30-
9:45 am. 510 Luther Bonney. USM Port-
land. Free. CaR 780-4532 for more info. 
'Julltlce for Haitian.' 
sponsored by a coaition 01 Maine groups 
concerned about the United States' treat-
ment d Haitian refugees. Scheduled 
speaken;areHaitian Consul JeanGeneus. 
organizer Ehr1 LaFontantand F ather Roger 
Chabot. March 12 at 7 pm in the Moot 
Court Room. corner of Brighton Ave & 
Falmouth St. USM Portland. Can 934-
5000 lor additional info. 
Omtin.ud on "..g< 24 
"Let's Pretend," 011 on canvas: Hildreth's organic Images 
are Inspired by the Himalayan landscape. 
Painting the Inescapable 
lightness of being 
To call an artist a painters painter is the highest sort of compliment. It 
was being said often and respectfully about Alison Hildreth on the 
afternoon of Saturday, Feb. 29, among the many painters who attended 
the opening reception for her current exhibition of oil paintings at the 
Condeso/Lawler Gallery in New York City. 
Being a painters painter doesn't perforce mean being "painterly," but 
Hildreth's work is, indeed, painterly. It isn' t so much that she has 
mastery over paint, as it is that she and the paint work together equally. 
It's a case of complicity based on 
mutual respect and a shared vision. 
These paintings are as much about 
paint - the movement of it, its light, 
clarity and color - as they are about 
subject matter. The paint is both 
Visit Alison Hildreth In her heavy and fluid, and in its tonality 
studio at 142 Pearl St., evokes the most profound abysses 
Portland. 761-1902. of darkness and the most lumines-
cent of pure, brilliant light. It is as 
though the paint has literally been poured from her hands. 
The subject of Hildreth's paintings, though inspired initially by the 
landscape - particularly the landscape of India and the Himalayas, 
where she has journeyed several tiIre.l - are ultimately about something 
purely and profoundly metaphysical. Using, like echoes, repetitive 
images of recognizable earthly and planetary shapes - mountains, 
rivers, suns, moons and stones - her dialogue is about the 
interconnectedness of all things. 
"The idea in new physics," Hildreth says, "recalls the jeweled net of 
Indra. In each jewel all other things are reflected. Everything is made up 
of particles. In each particle all the rest of existence is reflected; and all the 
rest of existence in turn reflects each small particle." 
Our lives are also particles. Everything we do affects something else 
somewhere- on earth, in this galaxy, in some other galaxy. The images 
in Hildreth's paintings that carry this message most powerfully are those 
of the pool, or source, that tumbles over in a falls to form a river, and the 
multiple suns. 
"The river," says Hildreth, "is the image of that which connects all 
people and all places." Traditionally, it is also along the paths of rivers 
that journeys - both physical and spiritual- have taken place. As 
Hildreth's rivers metamorphose into mountains and suns and back into 
rivers again, one comes to understand that the journeys she has in mind 
are inward ones, measureless in terms both of time and space. 
On an earthly note, the fact that Hildreth's paintings contain as much 
sublime energy as they do is in a way surprising, given the depths of 
anxiety and grief she feels about man's stewardship of that spectacular 
but fragile particle, the planet earth. "We've set ourselves outside of -
apart from - the earth," Hildreth says. "We no longer understand our 
connectedness to it." 
This awareness of man's present desecration of the earth and the 
spirituality of its people came upon Hildreth fully as she looked upon the 
renmants of Tibetan culture, now thoroughly annihilated by the Chinese. 
."We have allowed ourselves to drift away from the 'knowingness' of 
ancient cultures," she says. "The Greeks, the Sumarians, the American 
Indians, all organized themselves according to accepted spiritual 
guideposts - their gods, their Parthenons. They were all willing to 
journey inwardly. Today," she pauses thoughtfully, "well, today there is 
the Dalai Lama, and some people seem to be listening to him." 
The primal energy of Hildreth's paintings is such that she seems to be 
trying to give original life back to the planet - endeavoring, as if in 
compensation, to be that particle which can reflect all others. With their 
thick, emphatic paint, their enormous up, down and around swirling 
movements, the paintings are organic abstractions not only of form but of 
variations of light that would occur if those forms were in movement 
through time and space. Like the early paintings of Oskar Kokoschka, the 
force of the element of drawing in them is equaled only by their exuber-
ance. And the body of her work is greater than the sum of its parts, as 
there is a continuum of movement from one painting to another . . 
I haven't Seen as exciting work from a Maine painter since Katherine 
Porter's recent Bowdoin show. 
Margot Brown Me Williams 
M4rr:It 12,1992 23 
WHAT DO rroru: mINK OF THE l'IAINE AQUARIUM? 
(Comments below taken from our visitors register) 
REMARKS REMARKS 
rurll 





Very Interesting! Very outstanding for 
us Seniors & our 
grandchildren 
Thanks for all your 
work to keep this here 
in Maine FABULOUS 
Would like to see this 
place again Thank you! Most excellent!! 




ROUTE 1, SACO 
(across form Funtown, USA) 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK·9AM-5PM 
FESTIVAt 
.. S.a..t.p..r.d.a.y. .. .9.ll. .. MPB..N 
COOKING AT THE ACADEMY 
MARATHON 
2:05 p.m. 
A culinary extravaganza 
from the California Culinary Academy. 
• 
THE MAGIC OF BING CROSBY 
6:00 p.m. 
A showcase of the famous "Crosby 
Croon" & a look at the crooner himself. 
• 
THOSE FABULOUS 40s 
7:15 p.m. 
The excitement of a big band dance 
party with Hal Linden and Doc Severinsen! 
•• 
BIG BAND BALLROOM BASH 
9:10 p.m. 
Juliet Prowse and Bobby Short 
host a music and dance extravaganza_ 
.. Spnd.a.Y .. .o.D:. .. M.P'.B..N. .. 
CHAMPAGNE 
TOAST To THE BIG BANDS 
5:00 p.m. 
Lawrence Welk's musicians capture 
the sounds and essence of the Big Band Era. 
• 
OVER NEW ENGLAND 
7:00 p,m. 
A bird's eye view of 
New England's spectacular scenery. 
• 
THE QUEEN IN THE USA 
8:30 p.m. 
Follow Queen Elizabeth II in a 
whirl-wind, to-day visit to the USA. 
• 
THE QUEEN MOTHER: 
A LIFE FOR OUR TIMES 
9:05 p.m. 
A loving look at the most 
popular member of the Royal Family. 
• 
DIANA: A CELEBRATION 
10:10 p.m. -
The many roles and 
duties of the Princess of Wales. 
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••• and we're all here at THE RIGHT TOUCH 
to offer you the very best professional 








-color and highlighting 
-Magic Shave 
-perms and relaxinQ 
-complete nail services 
-facials -Duke 
-waxing & conditioning -Dudley 
Specializing in Ethnic cuts, Styling and Care. 
Closed Mondays 
T& W: 8-6 
Th &F: 8-8 
Sat: 8-4 
539 Congress St. 
Portland, ME 
772, .. 2,800 
Specializing in African-American hair 
THE 
RIGHT 
, ............ -........ -.-..... ~--, 
: WE'VE GOT A i 
: FREE RIDE IN i 
i STORE FOR YOU. i 
I Area businesses and The METRO offer free nesses and hove the store cleric volidole your I 
I rides home when you take the bus and shop at a transfer with a Bus & Buy stamp on the bock. I 
I participating business. (Minimum purchase may be required.) I 
It's easy on you. Simply ride The METRO ta Stap in today at one of the following busi- I 
II get around town and/or ta The Moine Moll. Ask nesSe5_ Most display on official METRO BUS & I 
for a transfer when you pay BUY decal. If you hove any 
I your fore and save the trans-~mETRO questions on METRO's BUS I I fer because you11 need it 10 & BUY program or regular I 
return home. Shop at one of . service, call n4-0351 for I 
I these participating busi- Ma e e connection. more information. 
I Am.. G.M ..... .dc &.... lew .. fry'. f.G.'. Frillay'. I 
I Maine Mall Plaza 531 Cong(e .. Street 27B Congr ... Street 25 Pearl Street I 
Pine Tree Shopping Center Maine Mall n.. M.lc Gt.rI... fripp'. '-lly 
I AItJtI.' ... " Sto" Great • .".ctall_ 130 St. John Street IW_ I 
• 295 forest Avenue Maino Mall P"""" ".",lIc 660 Congres. Street I 
81_ er. .. & -- ... ",.., 0..... U"ftIIY u .. ".. SItop, 'ftC. I I SltI.'II.' M.I_ ..,." liar • ..,....... 5 Monument Square 2BB St. John Street 
I 110 Fr .. Street 575 Congros. Street .."". MercIt....u.. rr.. WIt'" & 6po_ I .. lei.." 222 Union Sta~on Plaza lower Malhide Plaza 161 Commercial Street 
I level Mall.ide Plaza I 
Mall Plaza H •• , filM M-«r., Sltaw'. $upe""..... I 
I 1 ~nument~ay 9 Cu.tom House Wharf """ 11K. 
I No gate S pplng Center 321 Allen Avonu. Pine Tree Shopping Cenler I ... ", ... De", . .,.,.. We.lern Avonu. 
I 25 Main Slreet, W .. tbrook H ....... '. ".rI., Millcreek Shopping Conler • Cltl,,'. 'c. C,.."". 584 Cong .... Stroot W •• !gaIe ShOpping Conter • Ride The METRO. 
I SIt H_'. c.INIy Northgale ShOpping Cenler • Utinze Pork & Ride lots. I 
I 112~or •• t Avenue 1CI1dte.. SIt.' .. s.v. ....... • Ride share. • Cewrtry.lu Bulclte,. 542 forest Avenue _IIr'" 
I Union Station Plaza Jo. AngeI-'. ~t;'°;;:Jtenu. • Use public transporlolion. I 
I 365 Allen Avenue PI... 25 Main SIr .. " We.tbrool. I 
er. .. Ie .... ,. Maino Moll food Court $I"'. & o-IY I 
I 570 Congr ... Street Key...... oUl Congr ... Street 
I • ....",,,. 1 Conal Plaza I D' Jbtge.. ~ 103 Maine ScMng. Plaza III • ..,,,,.,, 0.__ I 
I SIt.". 391 fore.t Avenue 142 St. John Street 
275 Si. John Street 1 Marginal Way ~ ---' J • I I 1124 fore.t Avenue Northgale Shopping Cenler "... • ~W ..... 
I 390 We.lern Avon"" Pine lroo ShoppIng Cenler 5 Congr ... Slreet I DeerI ..... CNG... Maine Mall Svrral". .,.,.. I 
I SIt.". "'V.nII.,.'. 2B Manument Square 
I 465 fore.t Avenue 3B3 Allen Avenue Swlu fI .... WCffdt I 237 Maine Mall Road 616 Forelt Avenue •• ".1, . I 
I 256 St. John Street 146 High Street ' " . 
BBO Main Street, Westbrook .. 
~· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• r 
Entertain ment 
Continued from pilge 22 
SENSE 
My PI.~ or You ... ? 
Alan Hall of Yarmouth High School will 
deliver a lecture in which he wil show how 
elusive the history of Yarmouth·s town 
center really is. The first in this year's 
annual lecture series sponsored by the 
Yarmouth Historical Society wi. take place 
March 16. at 7:30 pm. in Yarmouth Town 
Meeting House. Route 1. Yarmouth. lec-
tures are open to the public and free of 
charge. For more info caU 846-6259. 
Semln .... for 8mI111-B .. ln_ Owne ... 
The Portland chapler of SCORE holds 
seminars at a norrinal charge and offers 
individual counseling appointments daly 
at no cost. "How To Really StartYourOwn 
Business" takes place March 17. from 1-
4 pm; "How To Survive and Profit in Tough 
Times." March 19 from 12:30-4:30 pm. 
Serrinars are held In Room 210. 66 Pea~ 
St. Portland. For reservations call 772-
1147. 
·Shlftlng the Bal.nce of Power. Equ.1 
Rlghw for Mobile Homeowne ... • 
Mobile Home Assoc. of Maine is sponsor-
ing a statewide conference on learning to 
protect yo .... investment. March 15 at I 
pm. in luther Bonney Hall. USM Portland. 
For more info call 854-2373. 
ap..kophobl.? 
These free mini-workshops In effective 
communication are meant to dispel the 
fear of public speaking . Bring a topic of 
concern. All levels Welcome. March 17 
through April 6. from noon- I pm at 
Eberhardtllmpect. 142 High St. it 634. 
Portland. Cal 775-6558 for details. 
·Subllm'n.' Teehnlqu .... Propegllnd. 
Tool.· 
lecture by Dr Robert Bornstein of 
Gettysburg College as pert of USM Psy-
chology lecture series. March 19 at 3 pm. 
42 Payson Srrith Han. USM Portland. Cal 
71!O-4250 for more into. 
Th ... Lectu ... by M_ Scott "-ck, M.D. 
All three wil take place March 20; the first 
two at Verrilo's Convention Center. 155 
Riverside St. Portland - at 12:30 pm. 
"The Use of Religious Concepts in Psy_ 
chotherapy." and at 2:30 pm. "The True 
Meaning of Comrrunity." The third lecture 
starts at 7:30 pm in the USM gym on 
Falmouth Street; the topic Is "Growing Up 
Painfiily: Consciousness and the Prob-
lem of Pain." For registration. tuition and 
further info. call 874-6500. 
"Women .nd I'onn. of R .. latence In 
th.Mld ..... 
Talk by Dr. Arlene Macleod of Bates Co~ 
lege as part of the Brown Bag lecture 
Series and In commemoration af 
"Women's History Month." March 18 at 
noon. in the Rines Room of Portland Pub-
lic library. 5 Monument Square. Portland. 
Free. For more info call 871-1755. 
·Xanthlppe 8puka": Woman In Phl-
laaoph, 
Video and discussion led by Professors 
Julien Murphy and Kathleen Wininger of 
USM. March 12 at 2:30 pm at CafTllUS 
Center B. USM Portland. Free. For more 
info call 780-4289. 
Community HHIth Servlc •• 
wilsponsor an adult health screenings for 
diabetes. anemia. cotorectal cancer. high 
blood pressureand cholesterol level. Two 
or more tests per person available. time 
perrrilting. March 18. 9:3G- I I :30 am. 
WindhamComrrunityBuilding; March 23. 
I -3 pm, Scarborough Town Hall. Call77f>-
7231 for more info. 
Community AIDS Service. 
sponsored by the Greater Portland Inter-
faith CooncY, is rraklng possible a series 
of gatherings on the topic ''Healing for the 
Spirit and Hope for the Future Hospita~ 
ity." Transport is available and most sites 
are handicapped-accessible. Next ser-
vice is scheduled for March I 5 at 3 pm. at 
the Cathedral of the Immeculate Concep-
tion, 307 Congress Ave. Portland. For 
further info call 775-fj877. 
Fr .. Inw Yoga CI._. 
are scheduled prior to the spring session 
begimlng March 30. in which all levels 
(including pre-natal and therapeutic yoga) 
are Welcome. March 14 at I I am & March 
29 at 1 pm. at The Yoga Center. 
Thompson's Point. Portland. For further 
info call 799-4449. 
Fraa Inw Yoga CI_. 
Yoga is an ancient system of physical 
exercises which is effective in countering 
stress and ev8l)'day strains on both body 
and rrind. Class includes a brief history of 
hatha yoga. the instructor's teaching phi-
losophy as well as some basic positions. 
Free of charge. March 13. from 9:30-11 
am, at Ananda Yoga. 101 Maine St. 
Brunswick. Spring classes begin March 
23. CaN 72!Kl:l70 for details. 
Fr .. ·On-Slta M ... ga· 
To highlight the display of its books on 
massage therapy and body Work. Raffles 
Cafe Bookstore has invited massage thera-
pist Eliott Cherry to give I G-minute seated 
rrini-messages March 17-I g &24-26. from 
I I am- I pm. at 555 Congress St. Port-
land. For more info call 772-2442. 
FrI.nda of the W .. tem Buddhlat OnIar 
invite aH interested parties to a period of 
meditation and chanting each Mon from 
7:1f>-9:15 pm. at 222 Saint John St. Port-
land. For more details call 642-2128. 
... .. ,ng Clrcl. 
a non-denominational gatherilg open to 
the public. meets every other SUnday from 
n00n-2 pm. at Center for ImerHealing. 78 
Main St. Yarmouth. Upcoming dates are 
March 22. For more info call 846-6464. 
He.llnll for H •• I .... 
An intensive two-day experiential work-
shop for psychotherapists. physicians. 
teachers. nurses. social workers et al. 
March 21-22. from9am-5pm. To register. 
send name. address and telephone'. with 
$50 deposit to: Pamela Chubbuck. MA. 
CBT.37 US Route 1 • Yarmouth. ME 04096. 
Dr can 846-0800. 
Herba for Famale Health 
Leam to use medicinal plant to help heal 
corrmon health problems or imbalances 
experienced by women. March 14. from 
10 am-3 pm, il Bridgton. Cost: $40. Call 




Auth.ntlc Adult Mal.n_ 
A group for men interested in more than 
their own weI-being who are trying to 
make sense out of their present lives. 
Counselors require a six-month comrrit-
ment and prior therapy. Sessions begin 
April 2. from 4 :3G-6:30 pm. 78 Fessenden 
St. Portland. Cost: $4S1session. limited 
to 10 participants. 775-2833 for details. 
Th. Chln_ .... lIng Me C.nter 
is having an open house March 14. from 
I I am-4 pm. on 142 High St. Congress 
Bldg. 535. Fifth Floor. Portland. Cal 17f>-
1142 for additional info. 
of Northern New England can help teen-
agers at its Walk-In Clinic Fridays from 1-
4:30 pm. at 500 Forest Ave. Portland. 
Confidential services include: birth con-
trol. pregnancy texts. pap smears. STD 
screening and treatment. Fees based on 
ability to pay. For info call 772-6521 . 
Th. Silva M.thod 
A relaxation seminar of SHva rrind control 
will take place March 16. from 6-9:30 pm. 
on 318 Brighton Ave. Portland. Registra-
tion fee: $15 (total tuition is $35). Enrol~ 
ment is limited. Checks can be maied to: 
Dianne Bums. The Silva Method. Box 51 I I • 
Portland. ME 04 101 . For more info caU 
772-1076. 
Worruonc.ara Fund., 
The day's theme is "Re-ernerg ence." and 
the focus is on activities that nurt .... e body. 
mind and spirit: Shiatzu. accupressure. 
movement. songs of women and more. 
Participants are invited to share in a veg-
etarian pot-luck lunch. Bring a notebook 
and pen. pMlow/pad and wear loose cloth-
ing. March 21. from 9 arn-4 :30 pm. at 
Portland Friends Meeting House on outer 
Forest Avenue. Sliding fee scale with the 
possibiity of financial assistance. Asspace 
is limited. preregistration is suggested. 





M.In. Audubon Socle., 
invites you to perticipate in a number of 
upcoming events: a four-week course 
called "Tracking the Soul Through Na-
ture." exarrining themyslicism-naturelink. 
starts March 17. cost is $5S1members. 
$75 non-members; a single-day work-
shop. "Eating Fresh fromyouGarden Year-
ROUnd." begins April I I at a cost of $401 
merrbers. $45 non-members. To sign up 
call 781 -2330. 
M.ln. Audubon Socl • ., Wint.r Ecol-
og,W.lk. 
will take place through March27. between 
8:30 am-3:3O pm. at 6G-acteGiisiand Farm 
Sanctuary in Falmouth. The 1 112-hour 
walk is open to any group. Fee: $3 per 
person or minimum of $15 per group . 
Reservations m.Jst be made in advance. 
Call Carol at 781-2330. 
M.ln. Outdoar Adv.ntur. Club (MOAC) 
brings together people who enjoy the out-
doors. MOAC offers trips and events to 
people of all skill levels. beginner to ex-
pert. Upcoming activities: March 14. hot 
air ballooning (for info call 772-4730); 
March 15. hike up Morse Mountain r173-
3273); March 20 & 21. cafTll in Rangeley 
on long Pond (828-1532); March 22. 
Sundary River downhill or cross-country 
ski (772-9831); March 29. Oiff island walk 
(637-2216). Ongoing: everyTues (6 pm) & 
Thur (6:30 pm). after work leg stretch 
around Baxter Blvd. leave at 6:30 pm from 
Payson Park. Forupdated trip ilfo. call the 
Outdoor Hotline at 774-1 I 18. For club & 
merrbership info. call Carey at 772-9831. 
FOR 
KIDS 
The Bill Broth.rlSl.ter To Be 
is a two-hour activity session to help pre-
pare children 3 112-10 years old for the 
arrival of a new baby. Children are asked 
to bring a newbom T-shrt which wil be 
used in creating a gift for the imminent 
family addition. March 15. from 3-5 pm. at 
Brighton Medical Center. First Floor Con-
ference Room. 335 Brighton Ave. Port-
land. Fee: $10 per child. Children should 
wear play clothes. For preregistration and 
more info. call 879-8458. 
The Chlld .. n'. MUMum of Main. 
Invites all kiddos to its Entertainment and 
Workshop Series. Preschool workshop 
'Wind is Wondertul" March 12 at " am; 
COfT'4luter Room opens March 17 at 10 
am. Papermaking at I I am; preschool 
Ea~y Show Movie March 18 at I I am; 
preschool workshop "Finally Spring" 
March 19 at I I am MuseLnl is located at 
746StevensAve. Portland. Freewith regu-
lar admission of $2.50. Call 797-5483 for 
more details. 
J.wl.h Community Canter 
Is introducing three new COIISGS in pup-
petry: Sock Puppets for ages f>-7 starts 
March 16. from 3:30-4:45 pm. ata cost of 
$46; Friendly Foam PuppetActorsforages 
8-1 I starts March 19. from 3:30-4:45 pm. 
at a cost of $55; DanCing Marionettes for 
adutts begins March 19. from 7-6:30 pm. 
at a cost of $62. All ciasses require prelimi-
nary comrritment prior to the starting date. 
Call 772-1959 for details. 
Portl.nd P"bllc LibrarY. Chlld .. n'. 
Roam Schedule 
for the week of March 12: lots of fun with 
Tales for Twos. March 13 & 20. 10:30am; 
Preschool Story Time for 3-5 year olds. 
March Ie & 18. 10:30 am; Finger Fun for 
Babies. March 18. 9:30 am; Story Time for 
all ages. March 21. 10:30 am.Five Monu-
ment Square. PorUand. For moreinforma-
tion. call 871-1700. 
R.lnbow Plctu ... 
is the activity for chMdren ages 3-5 on 
March 12. 17-19&24-26. at 10:30 am and 
I pm, in the Children's Resource Center. 
Thompson's Point. Partland. Cost is $11 
child. Reservations required. For more 
info call 773-3045. 
RIv.rton Ubnry Chlld .. n'. Actlvltl .. 
Toddler Time for 1- to 2-year-olds in-
cludes games. stories and songs. Wed at 
10:3Oam&Friat9:3Oam; Preschool Story 
hour for ages 3- to f>-year-olds will take 
place Fri at I 0:30am. The library's located 
at 1600 Forest Ave. Portland. For addi-
tional info call 797 -2915. 
Southworth PI.n.t.rlum Chlldr.n'. 
Work.hop 
demonstrates what the planetarium is all 
about and allows each child to build a 
tunctioning star projector which mey be 
laken horne. Preregistration required as 
attendance is limited; children m.Jst be 
ages 6-14. March 20. from 9:30 am-noon. 
at the planetarium's Exhibit Hall. 96 
Falmouth St. Portland. Cost: $15. includ-
ing materials. For more info call780-4249. 
Summar Camp Info F.lr 
Over 20 summer camps and recreation 
programs wilr offer displays about their 
programs. Bring a friend to this free eevnt 
sponsored by the Wentworth Intermedi-
ate School March 13. from 6-8 pm. in 
Wentworth School Cafeteria. 10 Gorham 
Road. Scarborough. Call 883-9104 for 
further info. 
Youth Indoar Socc.r Program 
at the Portlan:! YMCA for children 6-1 I 
years of age. Registration is ongoing. For 
more info call 874- I I I 1. 
SPORT 
Introduction to Sport. M .... ga 
A basic course. designed for athletes. 
coaches and "support" persons. which 
gives an overview of the value and appli-
cations of this type of message. including 
demonstrations of specific techniques. 
Registration deadline is March 12. Course 
runs March 19 through April 9. from 7-9 
pm. in Payson Smith Hall. Falmouth St. 
USM Portland. Fee: $50. Call 780-4170 to 
register. 
Main. Crlck.t Club 
is seeking experienced players and curi-
ous beginners for its 1992 season. Games 
a~eadyscheduled . Call761-9678formore 
info. 
Partl.nd Ree'. Adult VolI.,"1I 
offers pick-up games every Tues & Thurs 
from 7:30-9:30 pm. Reiche Cornrrun~y 
Center. 166 Brackett St. Portland. Cost: 
$2 forresidents. $3 for non-residents. Call 
874-8793 for more info. 
Portland Ree'. Adult Soccer 
Pick-up games every Friday ranging in 
skill level from intermediate to advanced 
every Friday from 6-8 pm at Reiche Com-
rrunity Center. 166 Brackett St. Portland. 
Cost: $2 for residents. $3 for non-resi-
dents. Call 874-8873 for more info. 
Portl.nd Ree'. Cooed THn B-ball 
through March 26. King gym Tues& Thurs 
6-8 pm. Jack gym Tues & Thurs 6-8 pm. 
Cost: 50 cents each night. Call B74-8793 
for more info. 
Railing .nd Se .... "'k Rncu. Cllnlca 
Sponsored by Saco River Outlillers. run 
Saturday nights at a costof$40. Call Saco 
River Outlitters at 773-0910 for more info. 
Woman'. Rugb, 
The Portland women's rugby team has 
begun practices for the spring season and 
welcomes new players of all abiities and 
fitness levels. Wed from 7:30-9 pm at 
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A new Solarian®vinyl floor offers 
virtually limitless design possibilities 
for your decor - with a wide 
variety of colors and patterns. 
Come in today and we'll help you bring 
fashion home ... in Solarian style. 
MArch 12, 1992 
MERRIMAN'SIN~fLOORING 
33 Brackett St. • Westbrook • 854-3833 • 1-800-439-0109 
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"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide 
A sensible, direct and 
easy-to-read parenting guide. 
Designed to provide direction-for 
parents, to furnish them with 
understanding of their child's 
behavior and to instill confidence. 
Issues and behaviors are 
common In childhood and 
adolescence. Tells parents what 
to do and what not to do. Indexed 
and alphabetized. Written by Carl 
Metzger, M.D., who has a private 
psychotherapy practice in 
Portland, and hosts "Healthline,' 
a weekly radio talk show. Send 
$10.95 check or money order to: 
Good Parenting Guide 
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101 
DeliCious • Homemade 
ru~'l£XIC N(J 
AMIGOS 
MEXICAN FOOD SINCE 1972 




~ LOSE WEIGHT! 
LIGHTEN UP FOR SPRING 
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Dr, Katherine Moody 
Certified Clinical Hypnotherepist 
207 -828-4849 
free initial consultation 
through March 31 st 
CALL NOW! 
SATURDAY BUFFET 
MARCH 14. 6pm 
• Sautkm Fried Chicken 
• SPic1 MeatOOlls w/Spaghetu 
• BBQ Spareribs w/Homemade Sauce 
• Variety of Vegetables • Assorteil Desserts 
Reg. Dinner Hrs. Mon-Sat 5-9 pm-We Serve Small Parties 
Call for take out 773-8984 
14~AS~.POBTLARD 
Entertainment Annu.l Bowl for KId.' Sake Ch.-lange will take place Match 14 & 15 at the 
Colonial Bowing Center in Westbrook. 
Each team Is 9t'ICOUlIged to get $400 in 
pledges. Proceeds wll fI.I"Id the program 
thai provides mentors for yOl.l"lg chil-
dren who lack adequate adutt supervi-
sion In theirlives. Forteam sign-up sheets 
and pledge ~ts, call 874-1016. 
"Down to Earth: ASympoelum on Gar-
dening In Maine" 
for both amateurs and veterans of gar_ 
dening. Garden designer David Emery, 
Staven Palmer of Plainview Farm and 
architectural historian Elizabeth Igfeheart 
will give presentations. March 14 from 9 
am-2 pm at in Moulton Union main 
lounge, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 
Cost: $25. For more info call 725-8922. ConlmlUd from"(Nlgt 25 
ETC 
Acrylic P.ntlng Worlcahop 
Annual Honora Recital 
will feature solo and accompanied per_ 
formances by eight students of USM's 
Music Department, March 13 at 8 pm, 
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham. 
Free. For more Info or reservations, call 
780-5555. 
Boating Skill. and Seaman.hlp . 
The Enriched Gold.n Age Cent.r 
invites men & women over 60 years of 
age to Wed luncheons, and to meet 
Salvation Ivrrry Cadets in training March 
1 e. Reservations are necessary. Ground 
level of the Salvation Ivrroy Bldg. Dona-
tion: $2.50 for Il.I"ICheons. Call 774.e97 4 
for times. 
Begimers will learn the basics of color 
mixing, composition, brush wOll< and 
o.nderpainting. Those who have worked 
in oils will discover time-saving wOI1< . 
methods along with uses of various me-
diums. Mater1aJs provided. Course runs 
for six Weds beginning March 1 e, from 
6-9 pm at Westbrook College, Stevens 
Ave, Portland. Cost: $85. CaR 797.7261 
for more details. 
United States Coast Guard Auxiliary will 
conducttwo separate cOUtSes. Comple-
tion of the course will earn you a dis-
count on your marine insurance with 
most companies. The first course starts 
March 17, at 6:30 pm, at l. l. Bean, 
Casco st, Freeport. The second starts 
March 18, at 7 pm, at Southem Maine 
Technical College, Fort Road, S. Port-
land. Fee: $16. For more info call n3-
4753. 
Bowl for K1da Bowiathon 
sponsored by Maine Med's Children'S 
Miracle Network - which raises funds 
for services and programs to provide 
quality heahh care to meet the needs of 
all children - takes place the week of 
March 15-21 . For bowlathon packets, 
schedules and registration (mandatory), 
call 871-2101. 
ACT UPlMalne (AIDS Coalition To Un-
I ... h Power) 
is a diverse group of volunteers united in 
anger and committed to nonviolent, di-
rect action to end the AIDS crisis. ACT 
UP meets avery Monday from 7 -9 pm at 
72 Pine St, Portland (Andrews Square 
Building). New members are always 
welcome. Wheelchair accessible. For 
more Information, write to ACT UP/ 
Maine, P.O. Box 5267, Portland 04101, 
tei. n4-5082 or 871-0959. 
ACT UPlPortland 
Brown Bag Conc.rta 
will be sponsored by SI. Luke's Cathe-
dral throughout the month of March and 
eaI1y April. All concerts start at 12:15 
pm. Francis Madeira will play the piano 
on March 1 e, the Goliard Choral En-
semble performs March 25; harpist Jara 
Goodrich and flutist Alison Hale play 
April 1. Free. Bring your lunch. Call n2-
5434 for mora info. 
C.lfor Cran.peopl. 
Crafts applications for the 1992 Com-
mon Ground Courrtry Fair are being ac-
cepted through March 20. All applicants 
must be Maine residents and need to 
provide five slides plus a brief descrip-
tion ofthemedlum, technique and mate-
rials used. Post to: FairOtfice, Box2176, 
Augusta. For more info call 623-5115. 
Call to Perform.,. 
Join IPE's Old Port Festival, in which 
visual art, children's entertainment and a 
variety of musical events contribute to 
over a hundred hourn of activities. Ven-
dors are welcome to apply, and will be 
selected on quality of prockJct offered 
and the set-up. Applications for enter-
la(ners and vendors are available from 
IPE, 4n Congress St, Portland. For de-
tails call n2.e82S. 
Caco ..., Mov.,. IMnc. studio 
teaches adult dance classes in tap, 
street-fl.l1k, ballroom and severalievels 
of jazz. For children five and up: tap, 
dance magic/creative movements, 
streetfunk and jazz. Fourteen-week ses-
sionstarts March 16. Forclassschadule 
and registration, call 871·1013. Ive you angry that people are dying 
because certain Individuals in the fed· 
era! and local govemment are ignoring 
the fact that we are in a heaHh crisis and 
because of their ignorance, prejudice 
and fear nothing seems to be getting 
done? Join us. We are a progressive. 
grassroots organization of volunteers 
dedicated through non-violent direct 
action to ending the AIDS crisis by dis-
pelling ignorance through educa~: By 
enlightening people we can lnotlate 
change. Open meetings are Sundays at 
7 pm at the YWCA, 87 Spring Street, 
Portland. Wheelchair accessible. For 
mora info call n4-8475. 
Chowder Luncheon 
offering fish chowder, cold slaw, 
cornbread, dessert and beverage are 
here again March 13, from 11 :30 am-l 
pm, at the South Freeport Church Vestry 
in Freeport. Cosl: $4.50 all you can eat, 
$3.50 for take-outs. For more info call 
865-3659. 
CIYtI DllIDbecllence Training 
Portland NOW is tutoring those wishing 
to do or to support CD around Roe v. 
Wade and abortion rights. March 14, 
from 10 am-4 pm, In Room 209, Luther 
Bonney, USM Portland. Preregistration: 
$5. For details call 871-0618. 
Contractanc:e on .. turd.,. 
Fa.hlon Show 
A benefit for The Cheverus Mothers 
Club's scholarship I\.I"Id, March 22 at 2 
pm, Michel's Banquet Center, 202 
larrabee Road, Westbrook. Tix: $15. 
For details call 774.e238. 
F .. llng Alive 
is a new social group for separated, 
divorced or widowed people which is 
currently forming . ~ you are over 35 
years old and wish to meet other people, 
call 284-1922. 
The FOIIt.r Grandpa .. nt Program 
in Cumberland County is actively seek-
ing adults over 60 years of age for spring 
training. ·Grandparents" offer guidance 
and wisdom to young parentsandaffec-
tion and companionship to kids, either at 
horne, in a child care center or in other 
settings. Training begins March 23. ~ 
interested. call 773-0202. 
HOIIplce of Main. 
will offervolunteerlraining sessions be-
giming March 19. For further info call 
n4-4417. 
Hoetlng T .. n. from Aw~ 
American Institute for Foreign Study 
Scholarship Foundation is a non-profrt 
organization that arranges 1 O-month high 
schoollhome experiences forteens from 
Europe, Asia and Latin America You 
select the person that most closely 
matches your interests. Host families 
are awarded up to $800 in scholarship 
fundsforfamily members to use onAIFS 
study abroad. H you would like to be-
come a host family, call 871-{)682. 
A'N.w Graduate Directory of Portland 
High School 
isinthemaking. You can help by supply-
ingnarnesandaddressesoftormerclass_ 
mates. Send info to The Graduate Con-
nection, Box 5037, White Plains, NY 
10602. For more info call 874-e25O. 
Purim Carnival 
Jewish Community Center is offering 
food, fun games and prizes in celebra-
tion olthe Purim Camival, March 15 from 
11 :30-2 pm, at 57 Ashmant St, Portland. 
Call n2-1959 for more info. 
L_.n Upl 
Maine's new improvisational comedy 
company will appear March 25 at 7:30 
pm, at The Gorham Connection Restau-
rant, 390 Main St, Gorham. Dinnerserved 
till 8. Admission: $2. Call 926-3094 for 
info. 
Adwrtlalng & GraphlcArta Trade Show 
has extended Its exhiMor registration 
t.ntil March 13. Exhibition fees are $90 
for an 8' x 4' booth, $1 Bellor a 10' x 10' 
booth. Those exhibiting will receive a 
COf'T'4l\JIerized listing of attendees for 
future reference. The show ItseWwUI take 
place April 7, from 3-9 pm, at the Port-
land Exposition Building. For applica-
tions and more details, cal 761-<l632. 
Enjoy an evening of contradance on the 
first Sat of every month at 7:30 pm, Saco 
River Grange Hall, Salmon Falls Road, 
Bar Mills. Music by Ellen & The Sea 
Slugs. Cost: $8 for couples, $5 adults. 
chiidrenfree. ForadditionaJ info call 929-
6472. 
MWPA Seek. U.ed Booka 
The American Red Croe. 
will sponsor several courses of instruc-
tion througout the month of March, at 
the Portland Red Cross Facility: AdUt 
CPR; CPR/Basic ute Support for pro-
fessional rescuers; Babysitting; Child 
Care Provider; Cornrm.l"lity CPR teactl-
ing Intan!, child and adult victim skills; 
Intant & Child CPR Skills Trai'llng; Stan-
dard Firs! Aid. A number of Instructor 
courses in babysitting, BLSlProfessionai 
Rescue, and others are also being of-
fered. For times and costs, call 874-
1192. 
Amn .. tr IntemMlonal SpagMttJ Din-
ner 
Fundraiser for Group 1/ 355 will feature 
Maine humorist Carl Gt.nn. March 14 at 
5:30 pm, First Parish Church, U.C.C. on 
Main St, Yarmouth. TIx: $5 adults, $2.50 
children. Call 688-2220 for further Info. 
Anlm. 8Igna and Tracklng 
Workshop wnh naturalist Paul Rezendes 
on March 13, 7-9 pm at the Wells Na-
tional Estuarine Reserve, Lauct10ImFam 
Road, Wells. Donation: $2. Call 646-
1555, for mora Info. 
Cribbage Toumam.nt 
The 11th Maine Audubon Cribbage Open 
attracts over 100 participants. Trophies 
are awarded in the singles, doubles and 
it.nior categories. Scheduled for March 
21 (registration deadline: March2O,noon) 
at the Val Halla Country Clubhouse, 
Greely Road, Cumberland. Fees: $6 for 
singles & each person in doubles, $4 for 
jt.niors. For forms and further info, call 
781-2330. 
Downe_t Country Danc. F .. tlval 
Second annual avent featuring contra, 
square, clogging, Scandinavian, polka, 
Cajun and mora will kickoff with a contra 
dance on March 13 at 8 pm, at Memorial 
Midde Schoo/, S. Portland. Dance ses-
sions, pertormances and wOI1<shops WIll 
follow on March 14, from 10 am-8 pm. 
Advance registration is encouraged. 
Cost: $6-$17. For mom info call 878-
2557 or 774-47e3. 
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance is 
seeking donations of used books for its 
firs! annual Used Book SaielFundraiser. 
Hardcovers and paperbacks of all genres 
and for all ages will be accepted until 
March 14. Proceeds will benefit the alli-
ance. Sale is March 21, from 10 am-4 
pm, at the Maine Writers Center, 12 
Pleasant St, Brunswick. Call 729.e333 
for info. 
Namea ProJect/AlDS M.morlal Quilt 
holds a paneI·making wOll<shopthe first 
and third Sun of each month. The next 
gathering is March IS, from 2-5 pm, at 
theSewIng Shop, 461 Stevens Ave, Port-
land. Call n4-2198 for more info. 
An Op.n InvltMlon to VITAl 
The Voluntary Income Tax AssIstance 
program, administered through the IRS, 
teaches basic income tax preparation to 
interested individuals who then volun-
teer their time and effort to help commu-
nity members prepare their own tax re-
turns. Andover College Is Offering VITA 
on a walk-in basis on Fridays - through 
April 15 - from 8:30 am-12:3O pm, at 
the campus located on 901 Washington 
Ave, Portland. Taxpayers should bring 
W-2 forms. Call 774-6126 for further 
details. 
Self-Def.n .. Workahop . 
offered by the Rape Crisis Center WIll 
cover sexual assault awareness, per-
sonal safety, breakaway techniques and 
risk reduction. March 22, from 1-5 pm at 
the center. Preregistration: $25. Some 
scholarships available. To regISter call 
e79-1821. 
Donald Sinta at USM Music Dep't 
The world-renowned saxophonist and 
teacher will be In residence, with lec-
tures scheduled as well as a masterclass 
and amouthpiececlinic, between March 
16 and March 20 at USM Gorham. Call 
780-5270 for more info. 
Sklillns Garden Conteat . 
A chance for gardeners to sho~ their 
green thl.mb and red-hot imaginatIon. 
Competition in four categones: contaIner 
gardens, vegetable gardens, water gar-
densandperennial gardens. PartICIpantS 
will have to identify a theme for their 
garden, as each will be judged accord-
ing to the quality of thematic executIon. 
Registration ends In March. Call 781-
3860 or 442-8811 for more info. 
Sock Hop Benefit for Maine State 
Ball.t 
Formerly known as the American Ballet 
East, this group is raising funds for their 
spring production of "Alice In Wonder-
land." Chem-free; all ages are invited to 
enjoy the oldies spun by WYNZ's Chuck 
Igo. March 13, from 7-11 pm, at St. 
Hyacinth's Church, Westbrook. Dona-
tion: $10. For more info call 878-3032. 
Specialized Calligraphy Workshop. 
meet Saturdays - March 14, May 16 & 
June 27 - for six hours. Assignments 
are progressive and require registration 
forthe three workshops, devised as much 
for beginners as for advanced students. 
Send a SASE and 50% of tuition costs 
(remainder due March 14) t?: Kathy 
Hackett, Calligraphers of Maine, Box 
2751, S. Portland, ME 04116-2751 . 
Spring Hom. Show 
Seewhat'snewforyourhomeasover5O 
exhibitors show their stuff March 13-15, 
mall hours, in the Maine Mall, S. Port-
land. For further info call 828-2063. 
"Story Telling: Unfolding Your Own Ad-
venture" 
WOII<shop in which you wilileam how to 
discover stories in your I~e and tell them. 
The class dynamic is performance In a 
safe, trusting, non-<::ompetitive almo· 
sphere. Begins March Ie from 7-9:30 
pm Westbrook College, Stevens Ave, 
Portland. Cost: $45. To register call 797 • 
7261 , ext. 263. 
St. Patrick'. Day Neighborhood Pa-
rade & C.I.bratlon 
Sponsored by Portland West. & Tate-
Tyng Neighborhood AssociatIons, the 
day starts with an open house at the 
People's Building (155 Brackett St) from 
1·3 pm. The parade will leave from this 
location at 3:30 pm to march to The 
Harbor View Park on York Street. A short 
ceremony will follow. For further info call 
n4-9181. 
Swing Dance 
March 13, from 8 pm-midnight, at Casco 
Bay Movers Dance StudiO, 151 SI. John 
St, Portland. Singles welcome. Door 
prizes. Beginner's wOll<shop starts at 8 
pm. Admission: $4 . Call n 4-2718 for 
more info. 
Tarot for Beginners 
Topics will include the basic symbolism 
of the deck, reading cards for yourse~ 
and others, spreads and astrological as 
well as numerologIcal correlations. 
Classes start March IS, from 1-2:30 pm, 
atBasics Natural Marketplace in S. Port-
land. Cost: $10 per class. Anyone inter-
ested is welcome at any time during 
spring session. For more info call 767-
2803. 
V.teran. for Peace 
Greater Portland chapter H008 will hold 
its next meeting March 18, from 7 -9 pm, 
at Buell Heminway's Conference Room, 
111 Commercial St, 5th Floor, Portland. 
For further details call 772-1442. 
Visual Aid "Spring for Life" . 
The sixth annual Visual AID Art AuctIon 
will be held Saturday, March 14. All pro-
oeedswin benefitiheAIDSProject, which 
provides AIDSIHIV support services & 
preventive education in Cumberland, 
York, Androscoggin and Oxford coun-
ties. The auction will take place at One 
City Center, Portland. Preview begins at 
noon, the auction's at 8. For detaIls, call 
n4.e877 . • 
Mulberry Street 




March 27, 28 & 29 
(Call usfor info,) 
83 India Street Portland ME 04101 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Send Greetings from 
~~[~ . ~ 
~~j 
AI~, Saint Patrick's Day and 
Easter Cards ON SALE 
Reg. size ... 3/$1 or 35¢ ea. 
Lg .size ... 50¢ ea. 
~' Q1C 
Greeting Cards l' 
OUTLET STORE 892-7628 
Don Rich Plaza, Route 302, Windham 
WINfER HOURS: 
M-F 10-5 - SAT 10-4 - SUN 11-4 
Made in Maine, printed on recycled paper. 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(\ ~ \\t., ~ l?fer~ 
.".1; \~./ ./ .' 1..11"",. \; :~~~/J.~';It Take a Walk 
~;-Ji ~I,I," \\. T eSt ~~~~ .. ~S,~ .. it.. vp;town ongress . 
Ha.~ '''''''1 \. Ir. 
\~~~\\~"\\~ I carry: 
1 ~\~¥~~~ Beaded Jewelry) 
'.,' .; \~\,~~ Supplies for making 
'., ,,:~,~;'t jewelry) & Fabric dyes. 
*: 
Unusual gifts • Beads • Greeting Cards 
• Batik Materials 
Make your own earrings here! 
57' COBlress St. 772-8'2' 
How can you build image. incr~ 
customer awareness and advertise? 
Increase sales and profits with the right signage, 
from THE SIGNERY. Whatever your needs, count on 
us for top-quality signs, produced quickly and 
reasonably priced. 
• Storefront Signage • Window Lettering 
• Banners • Vehicle Lettering 
• Real Estate Signs • Magnetics 
• Retail Signs • Presentation Boards 
• Site Signs • And Much Morel 
For signs that command attention, 
call us today. The 
5'-g" ~ --- .. -® ------ -- .. ....-.- ---- --- ~ 
449 Forest Ave. PorUand • 879-7100. fax: 879-1570 
MQrch 12,1992 27 
Breathe Free Underwater 
NEW SCUBA CLASS 
Starts Tues. March 17. Learn now and be ready for spring & summer. 
tommy-'s 
DIVE SHOP 





Thursday, April 2 
Sheraton-Tara Hotel 
363 Maine Mall Rd., So. Portland 
Great meal, fly rods, reels, trips, 
fishing and camping equipment for 
novice and experts. 
Cash bar 5:00 p.m. - Dinner 6:30J.m. 
Call Alec Stansell at Port City Fly an Tackle 
for Tickets 761-4278 
OVER 200 ITEMS AVAILABLE! 
L.L. Bean, Orvis, Sage, Abel, Wlw<atley, Thomas & Thomas, Etc. 
Special @f the Week: 
B~ + coO: $1.95 --
wi fresh whipped Green Mtn. Roasters 
plain VI. C.C. 
15 Temple St. Portland 878-2425 
Trading Co., Inc. 
ESTABLISHED 1913 
"Quality merchandise 
and experience you can trust:' 
We Buy Anything Worth Buymg 
• • • WE PAY CASH. • • 
Use our convenient Lay-Away plan 
14k Gold $13.95 per gram 
BlrY-SELL-T]UUDE 
4 Stores to Serve You 
498 Congress St" Portland 
772-3932 
330 usbon St., Lewiston 
155 Front St., BaIh 
177 Water St,. 
Augusta 
.. 
INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS 
techline furniture 
PORTLAND 
288 Fore Street 
774-1322 
BANGOR 
170 Park Street 
. 942-6880 




The beauty of techlineGll is more than skin 
deep--underneath that handsome exterior is 
state-of-the-art engineering. This means 
drawers that glide smoothly, doors that fit, 
innovative options and easy care finishes. 
Take a close look at techlineGll and find out 
why function has never been more beautiful. 
We've come up with 
something old: 
a product with integrity, ingenuity, 
affordability. If you thought these values were 
a thing of the past, techlineGll furniture will 
change your mind. 
techlinel!!l belongs in your American home. 
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 12 - 4 & 
THURSDAYS TIL 7. 
Richard Parl<s Gallery 
Portland Location 
J Gallery I fora St. 
Fr_ 
Commercial St. Parklr,g 
ti5 
c: 
->< 
~ 
u.. 
